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The Salesmen/Developers Ratio at Software Vendors

Many of us might think that software is a technological industry. Maybe. But maybe not. If you
consider Oracle or Microsoft, I suppose that few of us would consider them as technology
leaders, but we will all recognize their financial strength and marketing power. Long lasting
organizations in the software industry might have more financial strength than technological
capabilities. The recent conflict between Oracle and the creator of Hudson, an open source
continuous integration server, is just another episode in the opposition between developers- and
salesmen-driven software companies. On one side you have Oracle, for which Hudson is just
small project inherited from the Sun buyout and that owns the "Hudson" brand. On the other
side, you find Kohsuke Kawaguchi, who created Hudson and wants keep some control on its
development. Hudson has been "forked", the open source code being used to start another
project. You now have a Jenkins CI project that includes most of the active Hudson contributors
and a Hudson CI project backed by Oracle and Sonatype, the commercial company behind the
Maven project. Everything is however not black and white. Kohsuke Kawaguchi has joined
Cloudbees, a company that has some management and financing coming from ex-JBoss
managers, people that know how to make money with open source software. These people are
not working hard for the only sake of technology evolution. You can judge the main orientation
of a company looking at its salesmen/developers ratios. When the developers are still the
majority of the employees, engineering is in the culture of the company and they want their
product to evolve. When a company has more salesmen, it becomes more important to sell new
licenses and meet financials target. Developers are just a cost factor, like in many organizations.
These companies will mostly sell products because they will be well-positioned in some analyst
firm "hype pentangle" or because "nobody get fired for buying something from X", but not
necessarily for the quality of their products. The importance of the technical aspects of the
product is secondary. Making money is fine, but for the evolution of the software development
tools industry, we need more developers-led organizations than financially-oriented companies.
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Automated Acceptance Tests and Requirements Traceability

Tomo Popović, tp0x45 [at] gmail

The article illustrates an approach to automated acceptance testing in developing software with
Java. Acceptance tests directly tie into software requirements specification and the key for
achieving maintainable tests is proper handling of traceability between the requirements and
implementation as well as between the requirements and acceptance tests. Automating the
acceptance testing implies continuous validation of the software product and therefore continual
verification of the traceability. Proper use of the development and testing tools benefits the
process making sure that the requirements, acceptance tests, and software product are in sync.
Ultimately, the article states that writing automated acceptance tests is traceability. Illustration
of one approach to automated acceptance testing and its beneficial effects to maintainability of
the requirements specification is given with respect to Java programming and use of Concordion
open source test suite [1,2].

The last decade or two were definitively been interesting times for software development
methodologies. Agile development, test driven development, extreme programming, along with
variety of tools changed the philosophy and are still changing the way how software
development is done. It is definitively becoming clear (if it is not already) that both developing
and owning a software product is affected by constant need for change. During a course of
software development project it is not uncommon that requirements specification changes even
30% or more [3]. It is a fact that there is a need to be able to continuously maintain and grow a
software product as it was a plant such as fruit tree [4]. Dealing with existing software products,
some of which have been around for more than a dozen years author learned a lesson of being
hit with unexpected and unplanned changes as well as the fact that a software product needs
continuous maintenance and growth.

Figure 1. Traceability is typically given in form of matrices

One of the biggest challenges in the process of software requirements management is to handle
traceability. Typically, traceability is given in matrix form (Fig. 1). The main purpose is to
establish bi-directional trace between requirements and components implementation as well as
between requirements and acceptance tests. Manual maintaining of the traceability matrices can
be real nightmare and time consuming. Modern requirements management tools provide
features for this purpose, but it can still be cumbersome and expensive.
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An example traceability matrix is given in Fig. 2. It is a requirements vs. test cases traceability
matrix. For each requirement there should be one or more acceptance tests defined. For
example, use case requirement labeled UC 1.2 can be traced to test cases 1.1.2 and 1.2.1
(highlighted in the table).

Figure 2. Traceability matrix example: Requirements vs. Tests

The table in the figure is an artificial example. However, tables like these are created and
maintained manually (or semi-manually), which can be a quest. There are requirements
management tools that help handling of traceability, but it is still far from easy. I will show you
how the tables like this may not be needed if the right tools and automated tests are employed.
We will see later that traceability becomes incorporated in the "live" requirements containing
acceptance tests criteria, as well as inside the test implementation code.

The main premise for this article is that writing and utilizing automated acceptance tests is
traceability. It has already been established that writing automated tests is programming and that
is something I fully agree with [5]. However, dealing with acceptance tests is more than just
programming since these tests should be specified by customers or business logic writers, not
necessarily programmers. The challenge is to combine efforts of business logic writers and
developers in painless and seamless way. The good thing, if we succeed in that, we are rewarded
with “live” traceability and requirements specification that does not get old. The requirements,
acceptance tests, and implementation code stay in sync, which is necessary if we plan on
keeping the product adequate and use it for some time. This also has positive effects on
maintainability of our code, acceptance tests, and requirements specifications.

We will look at requirements vs. acceptance tests and requirements vs. component
implementation traceability and how implementation of automated acceptance tests results in
inherited “live” traceability. The discussion covers tools and approach to automated acceptance
tests in Java development environment. The idea is to provide unbreakable traceability between
requirements and component implementation as well as between requirements and acceptance
tests, while trying to overcome the challenge of maintainability and costs associated with
keeping the documentation updated.
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Background: Test Automation

As developers, we can try to argue need for automating acceptance tests, sometimes even
support the argument stating that our process includes extensive use of unit tests. Experience
and references teach us that testing and test automation should go the whole 200%: 100% for
unit and integration tests, and another 100% for acceptance tests. The first set of tests is to make
sure that we write the code right, while the other set of tests are there to make sure we are
writing the right code [6]. There is nothing wrong with redundancy here as we want to make
sure that we cover our code with tests as much possible. The major benefit coming out test
automation is that it provides insurances while running our tests as regression tests after changes
are made.

Unit tests are typically written by programmers and the main motivation is to verify the
correctness of the code. In test driven development (TDD) we apply methodology that for each
function we first write a test that fails, and then we code and refactor our product
implementation until it passes the test and we are happy with the result (“red/green/refactor –
the TDD mantra”) [7]. Unit tests are definitively needed and developers are advised to write
them. More coverage of the code with unit tests the better. Writing unit tests requires self
discipline and pragmatic approach of software developers.

Integration tests are important because they cover testing of the software product with inclusion
of the code that is not available for change. We want to make sure that our code when integrated
into complete solution still behaves and works as expected [4].

Acceptance tests are little bit different story. As the name suggests their primary purpose is
verifying and accepting the behavior of the final product, namely developed software. They
provide end to end test of the system as a whole. They are easy to understand to business logic
writers and product owners. The ultimate goal is that the software under development conforms
to the criteria defined by a given set of acceptance tests, which are directly derived from the
requirements specification. Successful run of acceptance tests is an indication both to developers
and to product owners (or business logic writers) that the software product satisfies the
requirements specification.

Automated Acceptance Tests go even further: making acceptance tests automated is critical as
they need to be run every time a change is made. Doing it manually would have infinite cost and
prevent us from successfully maintaining and growing the product. Automated approach for unit
and acceptance tests provides regression testing aspect and gives power to verify stability of our
software, which results in freedom to make changes and refactor [8,9]. Writing acceptance tests
is not a discipline that belongs to developers only. Product owners, business logic writers,
software architects are typically the people writing the specification requirements and it helps if
the process assume writing the requirements in native (say plain English) language. Developers
and quality assurance staff are responsible for making the tests “live”. By automating the
process of running acceptance tests we continuously perform “health check” of our software
product, which gives us the freedom and security when we need to make changes or
improvements. It is therefore important that tools used for automating acceptance tests provide
easy access and editing of software requirements and test specifications.

Automating Acceptance Tests and Tools Selection for Java Development

Where it comes to automated acceptance testing for Java development there are two tools that
stood out: Concordion and Fitnesse [2,10]. They are open source and one quality that is
common for both Concordion and Fitnesse is how easy and quickly can they be put to work.
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Concept-wise they are similar and both are great products. More emphasis in this article will be
on Concordion as it nicely fits into the approach and easily integrates with integrated
development environments such as Netbeans and Eclipse [11,12]. I find it extremely easy to use
and include clients in the process. The fact that requirements and corresponding acceptance tests
are part of project file set makes it possible to keep the source code, requirements specifications,
acceptance tests and fixture code in same project folder and under same version control. The
tools setup seems to be working well for small and medium size projects and the approach can
be extrapolated to larger projects. Please note that my focus here is on the method without any
intention to start a debate on which tool is better. It is not a tool itself as much as how
comfortable the development team is both with the use of the tool and being ready to include
other participants and stakeholders into the process.

Figure 3. Acceptance tests automation tools provide “live” traceability

The tools selection and setup used to implement the concept applied to Java development is
illustrated in Fig. 3. The following set of tools was successfully used for the approach:

• Development platform (Java), which provides for Java compiler and run-time environment.

• Version control (Subversion), which provides repository and keeps track of all work and all
changes in project files. It is an ultimate “undo” command for any software development
team. It also allows multiple developers to access and modify source code and keeps track of
all the changes, revisions, and versions.

• Integrated development environment capable of running test (Netbeans), which provides
code editor, project files management, check-in and check-out into version control, runs
compiler, debugger, and tests.
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• Continuous integration (Hudson), which performs automated project build. Hudson
“simulates” a team member that periodically checks out the latest version of the project
code, performs automated build and runs tests. The build results are presented in nice
customizable web-based interface. Continuous integration is a must for a development team
as it quickly raises a red flag identifying when something goes wrong.

• Unit test framework (JUnit included with Netbeans), which provides tools to create unit
tests.

• Automated acceptance test platform (Concordion), provides framework for writing and
executing automated acceptance tests.

As depicted, requirements specifications, fixture code (acceptance tests), and the product
implementation (that should include unit tests) are all stored into the version control repository,
which is in this illustration Subversion [13]. All of the files are available through version control
server access and team members can access those using different tools. Continuous integration
(Hudson) periodically checks out the latest code, and performs project build [14]. Any failure to
build project or pass all tests will be indicated (artistically represented with traffic light here).
Developers and test writers can access files using development IDE (Netbeans, Eclipse) and
work on the requirements, tests, and product. Business logic writers and product owners (client,
customer) can access requirements specification either through development IDE, or just by
using text or HTML editors.

The tools displayed are just one combination and we are blessed with variety and high quality
tools coming from open source world. Of course, one can definitively select different tools for
each of the purposes or even combine open source and commercial tools where found needed. In
addition to shown, there may be a need for GUI, www, or other interfacing test tools to provide
for broader solution tests and make sure our acceptance tests are end-to-end as much as possible
[15-17].

Example: Project Structure and Implementation of Tests

To illustrate the organization of files better let us look into an example project using
development IDE, which is in this case Netbeans (Fig. 4). There is no installation of the
Concordion: all that is needed is to download the latest version and include the library files with
your Java project [2]. The use of Concordion assumes that the requirements are written in native
speaking language (i.e. “plain English”) and kept in a set of HTML files.
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The actual requirements might be originally written in word processor or text editor, but
ultimately for use with Concordion they need to be converted to HTML. The use of HTML
language may be little bit cumbersome especially to product owners or business logic personnel,
but the learning curve is extremely short and steep and only basic HTML skills are needed.
Furthermore, it is useful to organize the requirements and corresponding HTML files into
folders so that there is a root or home folder for the specifications and then each of the specific
behavior and relevant details are organized into subfolders (Fig. 4).

It is important to note that, in this example, the requirements HTML files are stored into “spec”
package and each set of the files relevant to a specific behavior has its own subfolder. There are
two subfolders in the example: “config” and “login”, but we can easily envision having dozens
or hundreds of these. Some of the requirements subfolders can even be further broken down if
needed, but it is not recommended to create several levels (I try to keep it up to three at most).
In this particular case the files are part of the Netbeans project, but they could be written and
organized the same way by product owners or business logic writers. Organizing the
requirements HTML files into folder structure like this is utilized by Concordion in a way that it
creates breadcrumbs navigation at the top of the output HTML documents.

Figure 4. Concordion with Netbeans: project structure and files organization

Let us have more detailed look into some of the files: the Login class is given as an example of
Java code that belongs to our system under design (Fig 5). The corresponding requirements are
given in a form of HTML file. Each HTML specification should be accompanied with a Java
fixture code. Term “fixture code” is used for acceptance test code we write to connect
requirements and test input data with our system under design that is being tested. In order for
Concordion to work, the fixture code should be stored inside a class file with same name as
corresponding HTML file with “Test” suffix. For example, “LoginTest.java” pairs with
“Login.html” (Fig 6).
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In this particular example Login specifies a more complicated behavior broken down into a set
of simple behaviors. It can be seen that the Login specification contains references to other
HTML specifications and indirectly runs tests tied to them. LoginTest class is empty as it only
runs the links stored in corresponding Login HTML file. You can think of it as a suite of tests
(1.1 Login) where each test is referenced by its HTML link and corresponds to simple
behaviors: 1.1.1 System Login, 1.1.2 Sign Up, 1.1.3 Password Validation, 1.1.4 Forgot
Password, etc.

The connection between requirements specifications given in HTML and fixture code is
established through Concordion HTML tags (“concordion:”) inserted into HTML file. Each
HTML requirements specification document should have the “concordion” namespace defined
at the top of the file (xmlns:concordion value) and “concordion:” tags used to insert Concordion
instrumentation hidden inside HTML code.

This instrumentation directs Concordion execution. Some example Concordion commands are:
run, set, execute, assertEqual, etc [2]. Concordion tags establish clear connection with
corresponding fixture code, which extends test class from Concordion library and is in fact also
a JUnit test case.
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To illustrate how HTML files with requirements are tied into the code of our system under
design please look at the password validation example in Fig. 7. The requirements are entered in
plain English and illustrated with example data that can be used for acceptance testing.  In this
particular case, the example data is organized within an HTML table, but it could also be in a
free format HTML text. The fixture code corresponding to password validation requirements
given in the file “PasswordValidationTest.java” (please note the Test suffix). The fixture code
contains isValid method that instantiates an object of Login class (belongs to our system under
design) and returns true or false if password passes the validation.

Figure 5. Example code that is being tested

Figure 6. Example test suite: referencing multiple acceptance tests
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Figure 7. Password validation example specification and fixture code
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The password validation example is taken from excellent references discussing the issue of
maintainability of acceptance tests [5,18], but here shown with respect to Java and Concordion.
The approach in this article actually conforms to the ideas regarding maintainability of the
acceptance tests and in a way extends to requirements specifications.

When programming tests and writing test fixture code we use Concordion as library and simply
follow the template. Netbeans (or Eclipse) sees Concordion fixture code as JUnit tests. The
whole concept enables easy running (same as JUnit) and easy integration with automated build
tools. I strongly encourage you to check tutorials on the Concordion website for more details
and examples [2]. Referring to Figures 4-7, it is important to note that Concordion library,
requirements written as HTML files, acceptance test written using Concordion library, are all
now part of the Java project set of files (in this case handled by Netbeans). This is very
important as it is now easy to keep all of the project files together in the version control
repository and make them available for all development team members.

Please note that test output files (HTML) are by default stored in a temporary folder, but the
target folder can be specified. This is important as the test output can also be created by
continuous integration tool (i.e. Hudson) and we could have those output HTML files
automatically generated and available on internal website we use to monitor project health. Fig.
8 shows the test output files for the given example as seen in a web browser. The “Spec.html”
file is our top level HTML file, which references “Login.html”. The “Login.html” output is
reporting error (red) for Sign Up functionality because “SignUp.html” and corresponding
“SignUpTest.java” are not created yet, but Concordion run command was inserted into the
HTML file. System Login and Password Validation are shown in green as those tests ran
successfully. Forgot Password functionality is not highlighted as there was no Concordion
commands inserted there yet so it behaves as plain HTML text. Finally, the password validation
test output is given to illustrate a successful run of a specific behavior. The first section explains
the “Why” part of the requirements specification. Then the example section demonstrates the
behavior with the data that is used for running acceptance tests. At the end, HTML allows for
easy linking between requirements, which is used here to refer to further details.

To summarize, the requirements need to be written clearly and stored into HTML files. Key
here is to understand that the acceptance tests relevant to each requirement will be referenced
inside its specification. For example, if we have a requirement called “1.1.1 System Login”, we
need to define acceptance test criteria within its specification. The acceptance tests data is best
specified through example sections (“Given-When-Then”) and the data is tied into fixture code
using Concordion tags. The fixture code further interacts with the system being tested. Complex
requirements need to be broken down into simple ones and the idea is to have at least one
acceptance test per these simple behavior requirements [2]. The process of writing requirements
and test specification is further simplified by use of HTML templates for suite of tests and tests
descriptions. For each test it is important to provide examples that can directly be used as input
and output data of the acceptance tests.

From requirements writer point of view, we could take a freedom here and spot a need for a nice
requirements editor tool that could be supplied to clients and guide them in writing
specifications that will result in HTML following templates for specifying requirements/test
suite or actual requirements/tests. Such a tool would nicely fit into the setup picture as a missing
puzzle piece, possibly even as Netbeans or Eclipse plug-in. For members of development teams,
an open source integrated IDE (Netbeans, Eclipse) is a good choice since it typically provides a
good HTML editor and easy check out and check in into the version control repository.
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Figure 8. Login and password validation example test output
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“Live” Requirements and Traceability: The Foundation for Change Management

We have seen how the presented approach provides inherited traceability: requirements vs.
acceptance tests and requirements vs. implementation. Requirements and acceptance tests
specification and implementation became one, which in turn provides a good foundation for
change management.

Traceability: requirements vs. acceptance tests. Breaking down the complex requirements into
set of simple ones illustrated with example above is the key to properly define acceptance tests.
In addition, by doing so, we create requirements specification in a form that is easy to follow
and maintain. The end result is that the requirements specifications and acceptance tests
specifications become one and the traceability between the two is included in correctness of the
specifications and provided examples. Proper utilization of templates, in this case HTML files,
makes the whole process easier and streamlined. This is true for both test suites (general
descriptions) and individual tests such as simple behavior description with detailed examples
that can be used for coding acceptance tests.

Traceability: requirements vs. implementation. The fixture code provides traceability between
the requirements/tests and the code of the system under design. The connection between the
specification (requirements/tests) and fixture code is achieved by using Concordion HTML tags.
It is critical to note that both requirements vs. tests and requirements vs. implementation
traceability are now becoming “live” and will have to be maintained and kept up to date in order
for a software product to pass acceptance tests continuously. This is critical not only when
developing a new product, but also when growing and maintaining an existing one.

Change Management. The proper use of tools such as Concordion or Fitnesse let us establish
maintainable structure with “live” requirements and test specifications, traceability embedded
into fixture code, and actual implementation of the product. Every time we change requirements,
it will need to be reflected in the fixture code for automated tests, which will, in turn, result in
need to implement the change into the system under design or software product. It works in the
opposite direction: any change in the code that affect the outcome and passing the acceptance
tests will be highlighted and pointed to in the very next run of tests (Fig. 9). Continuous
integration tool periodically goes into the version control repository and makes a fresh build of
the project. It should pick up on anything going wrong, even in cases when we have several
team members checking in their work. You can think of continuous integration as an additional
team member that continuously monitor your project code and makes sure the project is
compiling with no errors and automated tests run successfully. Acceptance test automation in
combination with unit tests and continuous integration provides an excellent foundation for
regression testing: fear of change, no more!

The described selection and setup of the tools work well for both for starting a new project as
well as for maintaining and growing an existing project. For example, we can start with a
“walking skeleton” based on software specification containing use case briefs that do not
provide lots of details and information needed for full blown set of acceptance tests [4]. As the
requirements iteratively grow from briefs into fully dressed use cases containing all the steps,
and alternative paths, the set of acceptance tests will grow and provide better coverage [19, 20].
The approach will enable all the members of the development team to instantly become aware
of new requirements details and how those details affect the system being developed.
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Figure 9. Any change affecting passing acceptance tests will be easily caught

Conclusions

Acceptance tests have the key role in software development process. Implementing automated
acceptance tests using tools such as Concordion or Fitnesse brings the development process to
completely different level and provides several benefits for developers, clients, business logic
writers, and quality assurance personnel. Clean and straightforward approach is needed to keep
the requirements free of “clutter” and nicely coupled with the implementation using fixture
code. The use of automated acceptance test tools ultimately ties acceptance tests into the
requirements specification, which results in better maintainability, keeps requirements
specification in sync with the system under development, and provides inherited traceability
between the requirements and acceptance tests.

The article described approach to automated acceptance tests with respect to Java development
using Concordion and Netbeans. One of the great benefits of the described approach and tools
selection is that both requirements documentation and acceptance tests are part of the project
file structure. Therefore they are kept in version control repository together with the software
code. Software requirements and acceptance tests can be written and maintained using
integrated development environment as well as the tools for version control. Use of continuous
integration tools allows that clients, business logic staff, and quality assurance staff easily
access and if needed participate in the requirements changing process. Positive “side effect” is
end to end regression testing that provides additional security when changes are being made.
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It is important to note here that writing of requirements is not delegated and put into hands of
developers. The actual core of the requirements specification is kept in simple file format
(ASCII text, HTML, or Wiki) and can easily be accessed and edited by clients or business logic
writers. The key is that this process requires developers’ full attention and participation, which
in turn results in updated requirements specification, implementation code, and acceptance tests
that are fully and continuously in sync. Maintainability and traceability come “naturally” and do
not represent a major headache anymore.
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Managing Schedule Flaws using Agile Methods

Brian Button, VP Engineering
Asynchrony Solutions, Inc., www.asolutions.com

Software projects rarely come in both on time and on budget leading to dissatisfied end users.
It’s much easier to satisfy one of the above conditions by working according to your original
plan or adapting to the changing needs of your users. Satisfying both requires a certain amount
of prescience. Demarco and Lister, authors of “Waltzing with Bears: Managing Risk on
Software Projects,” list Schedule Flaws as one of their 5 Risks of Software Project
Management.

In this article, we’ll discuss several symptoms and causes of schedule flaws, present metrics and
diagrams that can be used to track your team’s progress against its schedule, and describe Agile
ways to address these risks. The risk of schedule flaws refers to the certainty that any schedule
created at the start of a project will be hopelessly out of date by the end of that project, and
should not be counted on as an accurate projection of completion date, content, or cost. With the
uncertainties and intangibles of software, it does not matter how much time and effort is put into
creating the schedule at the start of a project, as the schedule will certainly change along the
way.

Causes

There are two different categories of causes for schedule flaws. The first category is directly
related to unpredictability of the environment around a project; including the people, hardware
and network issues, vacation schedules, weather, and other causes that directly affect the rate at
which work can be done. The second category is related to the difficulty in accurately predicting
the time significant pieces of software will take to implement, test, and be ready for deployment.

Environmental issues are particularly tricky because they are unpredictable. People get sick,
snow storms happen, and fiber gets cut occasionally. These usually aren’t a huge drag on your
project and are generally outside of your control. However, their effects should be considered
and anticipated. Also related to this category, and in your control, are the quantity and lengths of
meetings that occur which pull people away from system development. If there is one item that
can kill the productivity and morale of a good team, it’s the multiple meeting mania that occurs
in some cultures.
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Regarding the second category, the time issue is just a fact of life. Software is incredibly
complex, it is not bound to obeying any laws of nature, and it is made up of lots of independent
pieces that have to perfectly fit together into a coherent whole to function properly.  Add to that
the fact no software plan survives its first contact with the customer, and you’re left with a
situation where your plan is going to need to change to keep up with what is really happening.
This is the risk that we’ll focus on below.

Symptoms

Teams that suffer from schedule flaws often exhibit one or more of the following five
symptoms:

1. Frequent change requests from customers and stakeholders

In theory, it seems logical to nail down what the stakeholders for a project want before anything
happens on a project. The flaw in this vision is that customers rarely know what they want,
especially if the system is new or revolutionary. As soon as they see some piece of the system in
action, they’ll start to get ideas, which lead to change requests. Some of these may be new
requirements that they’ve just discovered, and some may be refinements on work that has
already been done. In either case, this results in new work that was unknown at the start of the
project.

2. Unreliable estimates

Every interesting piece of software that gets built is inherently something new. Because of this,
the time to build individual pieces is difficult to accurately estimate. Even in a well-understood
domain, the particular solutions chosen by teams are rarely the same twice, because the context
in which the project exists is rarely the same twice. There is also a higher probability that a
piece of work will be completed significantly after it was estimated rather than before.
Inaccurate build estimates can drive the larger project schedule to being late.

3. Large amount of “off the books” work

Teams typically have two sets of work – things that are “on the books” or part of the schedule,
and “off the books” work that everyone knows about, no one talks about, and no one factors into
the plan. This can include action items like the inevitable activities that have to be done to
deliver software, some specialized kinds of testing like load and scalability, or just corners that
were cut in the interests of some short term deadline that everyone knows can’t be shipped but
no one has planned time to correct. Every team has these, and these don’t usually show up as a
schedule flaw until the last days of a project.

4. Uncertain quality

Uncertain quality is a more specific kind of “off the books” work. There are lots of software
projects out there that don’t have a good grasp of the quality of their system day to day. They
may not do full system builds until late in their project lifecycle, they may do only a limited
amount of testing during development, put off performance or security testing until the software
is “done,” or several other items that delay testing until late in the process.

The effect of this is that there is a potential project risk of an unknown amount of work that
needs to be done at the very worst time in a project’s lifecycle - at the very end, right before
delivery is scheduled.
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5. Matrixed team members

Every company has people who have specialized knowledge that are critical for the success of
several projects. These staff members may be an architect who consults on several teams; the
specialist in performance testing, usability, accessibility, security, or just testers in general.
There are also several other roles that teams need in varying degrees. Often times, the company
has more work and more teams than it has developers to support them. In an attempt to
maximize the utilization of these scarce resources, these people are asked to support several
teams at the same time. This results in them becoming a bottleneck in the workflow of not just
one team, but to all the teams with which they are working for.

Metrics

Having a good set of historical metrics is key to understanding when schedule flaws are
occurring and what their effects have been. The most basic metric used to illustrate schedule
flaws is a simple burndown chart. Burndown charts are just graphs of work completed versus
time, sometimes with both actual and planned work/timelines shown. A project is on-track as
long as the actual progress and planned progress match. A solid metric describing your progress
against your desired delivery date is the most critical measurement for a project to keep, since it
is the leading indicator of whether you have a problem. Here is an example:

Figure 1 - Example Burn Down Chart

In this diagram, we can see a project that spent several weeks basically tracking the ideal curve
down their burndown chart. The net amount of work remaining for this release was steadily

http://www.inflectra.com/SpiraPlan/Default.aspx
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decreasing in a way that would let the project complete at a predictable date – in fact, it was
proceeding on schedule. All of a sudden, though, the project went off-track.

A large amount of work was added to the release, as can be seen by the upwards slope of the
burndown line, and the completion date of the project was immediately in trouble. Scope had to
be cut or time added to bring the project in successfully.

The above chart is useful for seeing the net amount of work remaining on a project and
projecting a completion date, but it does not provide a picture of the amount of working added
versus work completed in absolute terms. There are several other kinds of graphs that are good
for illustrating this, such as a stacked bar chart showing the amount of work complete versus
amount of work remaining.

Figure 2 - Example Burn Up Chart

On the above chart, the total height of any bar represents the total amount of work present in the
project, while the green represents work completed and the red shows work left to do. In other
words, the total scope of the project is constant as long as the height of each bar remains
constant in comparison to the others. If the total height grows, then the project has included
additional scope. Here, you can see that work is being added as quickly as it is being finished,
resulting in a finish line that is constantly moving to the right.

These two graphs show the same backlog for the same project, but illustrate the different
information available from each graph.

Metrics to Understand Causes

Once it is determined that the project is not keeping to its schedule, more investigation must be
done to determine why that is. Below are several metrics that can be used to learn about
underlying causes of schedule flaws.

1. Changing Capacity

If the amount of work being completed by a team is very inconsistent from period to period, one
potential reason may be that the available bandwidth of the team is changing rapidly over time.
If specific team members are matrixed into several teams, it is possible that their lack of
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attention during some work weeks may slow down the team. In this case, a simple graph of total
available hours per day or per sprint would be enough to identify the issue. Below is an
example.

Figure 3 - Capacity per Sprint

Clearly there are issues with consistency of the workforce associated with this team, and further
investigation would be needed to determine why the number of hours varied so greatly.
Regardless of why it is happening, this team’s velocity is likely to vary quite a bit from iteration
to iteration.

2. Poor Estimation Accuracy

Judging estimation accuracy is one of the more tricky aspects of analyzing metrics. Is it more
important for a particular estimate to be correct, or more important for the overall estimate to be
correct over a larger number of features? On a recent project I managed, we kept track of
estimates versus actuals (my first time doing this). What we learned is that we were really bad at
individual feature or story estimates, but we were really good at creating estimates that came out
fairly accurately when taken as a whole. In other words, individual estimates were over or under
by a considerable amount, but the errors tended to cancel each other out in a way that made the
aggregate estimate pretty accurate!
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The most important part of looking at estimation accuracy is identifying stories that are outliers
from the main body of the estimates and trying to understand what made them off by so much.
What I did on this project is to gather all the stories with the same estimates (in our case,
between 1 and 8 “points”) and plot the number of stories that came in at a particular number of
actual hours. Here is my graph for features rated 1 point:

Figure 4 - Estimates versus Actuals for 1 Point Stories

The Y axis in this graph represents the number of features that were finished in the given
number of hours as seen along the X axis. For our project, we had planned on a single point
being equivalent to 4 hours of work, so, for the most part, features of 1 point were estimated
pretty accurately (most of them were 1 to 6 hours).

There are quite a few estimates that were less than 4 hours, mostly because we didn’t deal in
fractional hours in our estimates, which made a 1 point estimate the smallest we could create.
However, there were a number of outliers that served to be good topics of conversation. In many
of the cases, there were good reasons for the time it took, such as defects uncovered in existing,
legacy code or unclear requirements.

Similar graphs were created for stories of larger complexity and estimates. As one would
expect, as the estimates for stories grew larger, the uncertainty in the estimates grew larger as
well. The important lesson that the team learned from this was that they were much better at
accurately estimating smaller stories than larger ones. For example, just doubling the story
estimate drastically changed the distribution of estimates, as seen in Figure 5.

As can be seen from the graphic below, the largest peak in actual hours for stories with an
estimate of 2 was somewhere around 6 or 7 hours, which matched pretty closely with our
intended goal of 4 hours per point. But just increasing the story size by this much allowed more
uncertainty to creep into the estimates, creating far more outliers.
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Figure 5 - Estimates versus Actuals for 2 Points Stories

3. Uncertain Quality and “Off the Books” Work

As stated previously, these two symptoms are insidious. I know of no way to measure either of
them directly without introducing large-scale process changes (as Agile is going to do, a little at
a time and as described below). On teams with whom I’ve been associated, these two reasons
are known by everyone on the team but acknowledged by no one. The best way to understand
the effects of these two flaws is for a manager to work closely enough with the team to feel the
undercurrent of tension that people are surely experiencing. Faced with this undercurrent, they
must start conversations about quality and completeness and readiness. The longer the team
waits to have these conversations, the more unpleasant the surprise at the project’s end.

Agile Planning & Roadmaps

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the point of this whole article is that being Agile, thinking Agile, and
acting in an Agile manner, you’ll never feel any of the above pains and your projects will
always deliver exactly on time, on budget, and have exquisite quality. Well, at least that’s the
theory… in practice, however, you’ll have the knowledge to allow you to come pretty close.

Agile teams plan differently. They absolutely have a plan and a schedule, but the plan is
expected to change over time. Planning becomes a commonplace activity, performed at different
levels and at different rhythms throughout a project. Planning is done as a way of managing
risks throughout the execution of a project. These different levels of planning serve to address
each of the issues described above in specific ways.

At the highest levels, Agile teams plan for delivering capabilities to customers at some agreed
upon schedule. These capabilities are loosely defined to leave as much wiggle room as possible
while giving as complete a description of the feature as possible. This wiggle room sounds
absurd on the surface, but it is actually a key ingredient of what makes this style of planning so
successful – we’ll talk more about that shortly.

The output of this planning is a roadmap of capabilities that will be delivered at specified times
in the future, with some amount of detail about what each capability will provide. That should
be enough for long range planning, marketing, and sales. They have a rough roadmap and a near
certain guarantee of delivery.
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By keeping this long-range planning at a very high level, people are free to make changes in the
plan at this point with little cost and with little risk. This level of planning happens several times
a year.

Planning & Execution

One level down from roadmap/portfolio level planning is Release Planning. This is when and
how teams solidify the features they are going to deliver in the next few weeks, usually 4-12
weeks out. Capabilities from the roadmap are selected and broken down into smaller, more
understandable units called Minimal Marketable Features (MMFs). Those features that are
selected first tend to be the ones thought to provide the greatest value to business stakeholders,
risk reduction, or learning for an organization. Lower-valued features are pushed later in the
project schedule, or perhaps fall off completely if their value never becomes high enough to
justify the cost of developing them.

MMFs represent the minimal chunk of functionality that an organization can show to users or
customers to generate excitement or interest. They can cut across multiple capabilities, they can
touch different areas of the system, but they always represent something of immediate,
marketable value to someone. At this level, they are a bit more well-defined than the epics on
the roadmap, but further definition is intentionally being deferred until the details are actually
needed. As before, detailed decisions are intentionally deferred until later. The reason decisions
are deferred is that deciding early increases the risk of being wrong. Delaying decisions allows
time to learn as much as possible before a decision is made, increasing the chances of making
the right choice. The theory behind this is embodied in the Lean principle of the Last
Responsible Moment.

The MMFs are estimated by the practitioners who are going to implement them, and they are
prioritized according to their importance to the release. This level of planning happens once per
release, so between 4-12 times a year.

The most frequent form of planning, iteration planning, happens once every week or two and is
where the rubber finally meets the road. A small number of MMFs is brought to the team, where
they are broken into “user stories,” small bites of functionality that provide some portion of the
MMFs features. The key characteristic of these user stories, however, is that they still provide
some level of excitement to a stakeholder or user of the system. It is likely to take several stories
to add up to a single MMF.

During iteration planning, the team discusses the low level business details of how each MMF
works and builds a plan for how they are going to implement the user stories making up the
MMFs in the iteration. Each story is defined as concretely as possible, including a set of
acceptance criteria that detail what it means for that story to be done. These acceptance criteria
are used as the standard in determining when a story is complete, providing a measurable and
definite end to the story. This prevents an unmeasured and unspoken amount of work left to be
done later in a project. Finally, as the final step, every user story is estimated. At this point,
these finely grained units of work are generally a day or less of work. As described above,
smaller stories are estimated more accurately.

As part of the capacity planning used during iteration planning, historical values for the capacity
of the team are tracked and used to limit the amount of work promised for the 1-2 week time
box. This regular rhythm of planning, committing, executing, and delivering gives the project a
heartbeat that allows its progress to be measured and tracked.
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The final piece of the puzzle is execution. This involves dealing with the causes of schedule
flaws that happen during the creation of the software. Every single person on the team commits
to creating a quality product, from the first user story to the last line of code. Everyone runs,
everyone tests, and everyone owns quality. Quality is never uncertain on a team like this. Each
move that a team member makes is done with an eye on producing quality. There are automated
tests around everything, including security, load, scalability, and performance. Most tests are
run dozens of times a day, and every test is run at least once per night. The system is
continuously built, deployed, and tested.

Obviously, there is effort expended to reach these quality levels. But the benefit of this effort is
that a team can be ready to ship code at any time. Any feature that is done is really done. It is
coded, tested at the feature and system level, all needed documentation is written, and it is ready
to go. This lets progress through the project be tracked in terms of completed value, and allows
for early and incremental delivery of working functionality.

By focusing on the agile practices and metrics detailed in this article, teams can identify and
manage those risks that cause schedule flaws. These metrics give visibility to the risks, while the
practices give teams tools to manage those risks. Between the combination of the two, teams can
deliver value to their stakeholders quickly, effectively, and with high quality. And delivering
value is what we’re here for, isn’t it?
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User-Centric Design and the Power of Personas

Sarah Lawfull, @sarahlawfull, sarah [dot] lawfull [at] caplin [dot] com,
Caplin Systems, www.caplin.com

Why Bother?

If you are building killer apps time after time, your user base is growing, and time spent using
your app is constantly increasing then this article is not for you. However, if within your
company you have observed anything similar to the points in the list below, then this article
could be good food for thought:

1. The CEO has the final say on what new features should be developed

2. Your application is bulging with features and led by the loudest voice focused on the passion
of getting their idea developed

3. The product backlog is a long list of faceless features

4. Developers use their own perspective because there is no other reference

5. No real users feedback to shape and form the product

6. The term “User” means different things to different people

As an experienced development lead and project manager at Caplin Systems, the one problem I
see in many organisations is that teams don’t put processes in place to determine who their
important users are, so that they can build a product catered specifically for them.

When I first stumbled upon the concept of Personas back in March 2009, I got fairly excited as I
immediately saw they could be the answer.

With vision, research and a passion to be better than we were yesterday, I facilitated a couple of
workshops within Caplin to push what I call “Persona Driven Development”. 18 months on, not
only am I still talking about Personas, but I am also using them to design and develop better
software. They are now ingrained in one of the most visible projects for my company, which is
called “Motifs”. A Motif is Caplin’s product implementation focussed on meeting the needs of a
particular Persona.

In this article I’ll share with you what I’ve learned, along with a bit of contextual background as
well as the actual step by step process of Persona Driven Development.

What is a Persona?

Personas are archetypes representing a group of users who have common goals. They are not
fictional, but absolutely based on real data: this is key.

One thing that is contentious with Personas is the Personal information that is added, like a face,
name, gender, background and age. This is ONLY to make them a little more real and colourful
and this data should be used with caution. It has to be there because they make a bigger impact
during the whole development cycle.

In the first series of Persona workshops I led, we created our first Persona and called him
“Jack”. Jack is a bank’s senior developer who uses, configures and extends our products. Jack is
invited to all our meetings and has a strong say in what and how we develop our products.

www.caplin.com
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Here are a few of the benefits we realised quite quickly when using Personas:

1. A clear path on what you should be investing in next to provide maximum value for your
company

2. Improve internal communication with excellent educational material

3. Clear team focus

4. Making decisions based on your user’s perspective and not what you think

5. Improved project planning

6. You do build user loyalty and long-term relationships

A Persona can also be created very quickly, in fact in just a few hours if you have the right
people. We have created many Personas like this and continue to refine and validate them as
new information surfaces.

Personas are also very useful to identify gaps in knowledge. Finding out very early on in your
project that you hold no or little real data about your users is a risk that needs to be addressed.

There is a great talk by Jeff Patton on pragmatic Personas, whereby he also advocates the speed
in which Personas can be created. [2].

It’s obvious what I should be doing – why use Personas?

Obvious to whom? You?

Many times I have seen the most simply instructions being interpreted differently.

I was in a Thoughtworks seminar where they outlined their UX Agile Process. The chap at the
front asked us to perform a simple instruction: “Please tear out a page in the notebook given and
rip it in half". We had a number of differing results all of which followed the instruction and all
of which were correct, but not as the instructor intended.

The penny really dropped! Most of the time we are too embarrassed to challenge the obvious, as
we don’t want to look stupid, but it is in doing this we make the breakthroughs. I have found
Personas helpful in this situation where you can simply verify what is being asked in the context
of a particular Persona:

1. Why and how would this help Francis (Persona #1)

2. Would it enable Francis to reach his goals?

3. How valuable is this to Francis?

4. If we didn’t build this, would Francis achieve his goals?

5. Can we walkthrough how this would work for Francis?

A great metaphor for this is “a person wants a hole and not a drill” and we need to take that one
step further... why do they need the hole in the first place? Exploring requirements through
Personas certainly helps everyone to understand why and what we are proposing to build.
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Why don’t I just ask what my users want?

Persona Driven Development can also be referred to as User Centric Design. This type of
approach can sometimes be interpreted as bypassing the client and talking to the users. Finding
out what they want or even better getting a couple of keen users to sit with the team to help
shape the product. Persona Driven development is not this and there is one quote that sums up
why...

"If I'd asked my customers what they wanted, they'd have said a faster horse." Henry Ford

Although used frequently, I never tire of such a quote because it clearly enforces the need to
probe further until you get to the real reason why they have asked for such a feature. I feel using
Personas along with NJMs (Narrative Journey Maps – more on this further down) is a better
starting point to initiate a conversation with your clients and users to explore their needs. At
least this way you are observing what they are trying to achieve their end point and then having
a conversation about how they meet their goal.

There is also an approach that sees users and developers sat together in a development team,
determining what and how things should be built. I am sure lots of successful projects have been
delivered in such a way. Even in this case, I would still advocate Persona Driven Development
every time.

With this approach each Persona represents the goals of a large group of your user base. The
keen users that join a development team represent themselves only and therefore following this
approach you could be in danger of delivering something that suits just the two or three users
that have been involved in the project.

A good example of this came to light when I was recently speaking to a senior architect working
for a large global investment bank who had just implementing a system that was over featured
and complicated for their end users. It turned out that the users they had working with them
were super-admin types which represented less than 1% of the user base, thereby ignoring 1000s
of users of the system that needed to achieve simpler goals.

In my experience this is generally the case because the users that volunteer for such an
assignment are those that are immersed in the process and are seen as gaining the most from the
changes.

This is where it’s so important to understand the value being added and if this is not clear then
drill, drill, drill - until it is. For further reading on this see a recent blog written by Demetrius
Madrigal and Bryan McClain.[3].

“Drop the Feature Check List” Mark Zuckerberg 2010

Although I was looking for a particle improvement in using Personas (more user clarity), I
wasn’t ready for the subsequent benefits that this clarity brings. It was like when Robin
Williams in Dead Poets Society insisting on each one of his pupils to stand on top of his desk
and see things from another perspective.

When I introduced Personas I wanted to shout and actually sometimes do... “Everything we
should be doing should add value to this Persona’s life”.
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It is easy to say we deliver products with the user in mind, but when we explore that a little
more and go a little deeper I have to wonder: do we really? Are our actions showing that we do,
or do we end up with an over featured product because the product backlog is made up of
requirements/wish list from several big paying clients and senior management? Or is the sales
team chasing the biggest deal in the history of the company which could be won “if only the
product did this”... sound familiar?

In Mark Zuckerberg’s interview at the 2010 Web2.0 Summit [7], he talks about dropping the
feature list and going out talking to his users. He says he was once the user, but now he’s older
things has changed so he goes out and chats and observes college kids and finds out what they
are using, their thoughts, issues and pains.

Through this collaboration, Zuckerberg understood that people don’t care about the carrier of
communication (IM, email, sms) enforcing again the technical logical convergence around
electronic communication. A powerful insight through observing your users in their own
environment.

I am not sure if Facebook are using Personas, but what Zuckerberg basically states here is a
Persona, and if the information was brought all together into such a form then that in itself
would be a very powerful communication tool for the Facebook Team to decide on “what’s
next”.

Product backlogs should be driven ONLY from strategy and Personas that support that strategy,
otherwise it becomes this tactical, jumbled mess of a wish list made up of requests from clients,
sales, product owners, developers, senior management, with little clarity on direction and vision.
I am positive that we have all seen this for one or more companies we have worked for, where
the vision gets trumped by the next client requirement.

Creating Personas...Hard Work?

Back in 2009 when I was first hunting around for someone who had successfully worked with
Personas, there was very little on the web.

I found the first reference to Personas was made in “The Inmates are Running the Asylum” by
Alan Cooper, 1985 with a whole chapter dedicated to Personas in his updated book “About Face
3”. I also “read” “The Persona Lifecyle” by John Pruitt and Tamara Adlin but found this too
large with information scattered throughout the book on creating a Persona (I think since then
they have published an abridge version).

I wanted an easy, high-level bullet point list that I could follow without investing too much time
in the exercise before knowing if it was going to make any difference – the failing fast approach.
So in the end I used my brain and common sense. And for your ease I’ve compiled this step-by-
step guide below.

Creating Personas - The Steps

Step One - Collate Information: 1-3 days

Pull together all the information you have on your users. It will amaze you on how much tacit
knowledge your company holds on your users along with the information gained from being out
in the field.
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You don’t have to run arduous or laborious deep research for valuable information to surface. It
will also expedite the process if you run workshops and help facilitate the data being generated.

I found that it helps when you ask the group to jot one point about the users on a post-it note
with prompts around goals, motivations, Personality, skills, work habits, frustrations and
behaviours and to start grouping this data under common goals.

At this stage, some people are concerned that the information we are collecting is wrong and
therefore if decisions are made on the project based on this information then it’s dangerous. You
should remember that the Personas are a starting point and will evolve as you collate more data
by user wireframe walkthroughs, context user studies and constant feedback from your iterative
releases. I really don’t think the alternative in our case of using “User” would be any more
accurate and in my view would be worst. For me it’s a reason to put anything you want in the
product.

Step Two - Find the Patterns: 1 day

This is the fun bit and best achieved in a small group (2-3). Remember that you are not looking
for data that supports your view. Keep your judgements and assumptions to yourself and let the
data do the talking. You are looking for repeated data and data that communicates a common
message. These should jump out at you with a little probing and discussion.

Step Three - Construct the Persona ½ day

The format of a Persona can vary and is really determined by three things: the data collated;
type of project and your preferences. This format has worked for us so far at Caplin. We broke
the Persona elements into five main sections:

1. Background - qualifications, skills, company, age

2. Behaviour - e.g. competitive, avoids risk, methodical, media hungry

3. Goal & Motivations - e.g. Improve client relationship

4. Frustrations - e.g. Multiple logins, disjointed research, high latency

5. Scene Setting - Paragraph bringing into context the four points above

Your will find more details in [1]. I also like the format of Jeff Patton’s Personas, in particular
for each Persona there is a bullet point list of the design implications for this Persona. [2]

The key reason why Personas work is that they represent a bunch of users that have the same
goals. The whole project team’s sole focus is then to make it as easy as possible for each
Persona to achieve their goals. Not all literature on the subject of Personas makes this “goal”
statement clear, which can be very confusing when you try and apply them to your project.

It is also important to think about the design of your Personas. If they are presented well and
look professional then they will have more credibility, providing the information is correct of
course.

Step Four - Add Some Context

During the first few months of creating our first Persona, we shouted about it lots at company
meetings, during user story writing, planning sessions, Scrum sign-up, etc., but they had little
impact.
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We knew they were important and they gave the whole organisation an unambiguous view on
who our most important Persona is but nothing was changing. Then, something happened. We
were not getting support from our product by this particular Persona during our product sales
process. So we thought it would be a good idea to “walk in the shoes” of this Persona and watch
him try and achieve one particular goal.

It then became absolutely obvious this was extremely painful for him and he failed miserably at
achieving this small goal. That was when we saw the power of Personas when they are put into
context. We use Narrative Journey Maps (NJMs) and Context Maps to do this. [5]

Step Four Continued - The Impact of Mobile Computing

At this point we can no longer ignore the fact that mobile technology is involved in every part of
our lives from waking up, the journey to work and connecting with people 24/7, which has
significantly impacted on how we develop products. We have seen a phenomenal rise in smart
mobile devices in the last two years and how they have become integrated into our everyday
lives.

If we want to maximise the full potential of a product, we can no longer develop a software
product in isolation to the way people live. Using Personas and NJMs forces us to think more
about the people and their lives and focuses the team to provide a product that reduces/removes
any pain or barriers that is stopping them achieving their goals.

I have found that placing a Persona in context as well as understanding how their day is
constructed has helped us make better decisions on what and how we should develop software
products. After mapping the Persona’s journey/scenario to achieve a particular goal using a
NJM, we have found that many ideas and concepts are generated and evolved further into User
Stories that can be taken forwards into your development cycle.

It is important to point out that ideas and concepts are something that falls out of a collaborated
environment and not something that is left to the Designer/UX Team. There is some great
material out there on innovation and why involving people from many different disciplines
achieves better results.

Who decides what you should do next?

Set the strategy and let your Personas determine what’s important. Remove the conversations
based around “What I think” or anyone playing the seniority card and start getting real data to
determine what’s next. Don’t get me wrong: we need discussions, but we need to have them in
relation to Personas and how we can deliver value to them.

Another concept to think about here is to “fail fast” - this is what we have been doing for years
in Agile - building a product iteratively with feedback at regular periods. What is the Minimum
Marketable Feature (MMFs) that can be delivered for a Persona? This will achieve early
feedback from your users, validate your Personas, provide value early and a steer on what to do
next. Something the UK Government really could do with and even more so with the cut backs.

A report [8] released by the government on the 1st March 2011 sets out the case for a new
approach to IT in the public sector. It recommends tackling two important aspects
simultaneously, Agile being one of those two: “agile - facilitating rapid response and innovation
at the front line”. Agile is definitely not a silver bullet to put things right, but if they act on the
rapid response in terms of feedback it may help.
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Extreme Persona Driven Development

I have no experience in taking Persona Driven Development a step further into the area of
Acceptance Tests. Once the User Stories are produced along with the wireframes it kind of ends
there with the occasional check from the UX team that the vision and interactive designs are
being developed correctly.

Tim Anderson has taken this one step further: Personas are driving his Acceptance Tests making
them more clear and meaningful. He’s hoping to run a session about this at AGILE 2011
Conference early August at Salt Lake City. [9]

In Summary

Personas were a solution to a very specific problem we had. We began to understand our users,
and in doing this we understood our user’s goals. Most people start something with a goal in
mind and it is common sense that if you understand what that goal is, and provide an easy way
for those people to achieve it, you are going to deliver applications that will be used time after
time.
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Complexity Theory for Software Developers

Jurgen Appelo, http://management30.com

Many agile software development experts agree that a software development team is a complex
adaptive system, because it is made up of multiple interacting parts within a boundary, with the
capacity to change and learn from experience. [Highsmith 1999:8] [Schwaber 2002:90] [Larman
2004:34] [Anderson 2004:11] [Augustine 2005:24]. And who am I to claim otherwise?

The magazine Emergence: Complexity & Organization once conducted an extensive study of
management books referencing complexity, with experts from various sciences, including the
hard ones like physics and mathematics. It turned out that the reviewers agreed on the
usefulness of complexity theory when applied to organizations and management:

One finds widespread agreement [among reviewers] on the existence of a significant
potential for the study of complex systems to inform and illuminate the science and
management of organizations. [Maguire, McKelvey, 1999]

But, as we will see later, the real debate among experts is about which scientific terms can be
applied where.

This article is an introduction to complexity theory for software developers and their managers.
Or perhaps I should make that plural (complexity sciences), because you will notice that ideas
about systems have grown into a body of knowledge comprising multiple theories over a period
of more than a hundred years.

It is good to know a little of context and history. And it’s nice to look smart next time you’re at
a party, when you can recite the difference between general systems theory and dynamical
systems theory.

I have just one word of warning for you. This overview is necessarily incomplete,
oversimplified, and at times subjective. Though I’m sure those are exactly the reasons why it
will be understandable.

Cross-Functional Science

Agile software development often addresses the problem of organizational silos, or the concept
of separating people who are doing different kinds of work, claiming that this often negatively
impacts the performance of an organization. Interestingly enough, a similar situation has existed
in science for many decades.

Most universities and research institutes are organized in scientific silos. Physicists work with
physicists, biologists with biologists, and mathematicians with mathematicians. This has led to
scientific fragmentation and tunnel vision among scientists and researchers. The different
scientific disciplines are so isolated from each other that they usually don’t know what the
others are doing [Waldrop 1992:61].

Scientific silos can be a problem, because many phenomena in the world, across different
scientific disciplines, are very similar to each other. For example, economists were baffled in the
past by a phenomenon known as “local equilibriums,” which happened to be something that
physicists were already very familiar with at the time [Waldrop 1992:139]. And phase
transitions in physics look suspiciously similar to punctuated equilibriums in biology. And

http://management30.com/
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biologists have noticed that mathematics can help them analyze ecologies of species [Gleick
1987:59]. And “discoveries” made by mathematicians turned out to have been discovered years
earlier by meteorologists. [Gleick 1987:31].

For many decades, scientists in different disciplines have struggled with complex phenomena
that they could not explain. But when the dots were connected between the sciences, and
systems across all disciplines were understood to be complex systems, suddenly things began to
make more sense. In fact, I once read the suggestion that the biggest leaps in science happened
when scientists worked in fields they were unfamiliar with, because they brought with them the
knowledge and experience (and fights and failures) of another field that they were familiar with!

Like agile software development, complex systems theory favors a cross-disciplinary approach
to problem solving. Complexity thinking is the antidote to specialization in science. It
recognizes patterns in systems across all scientific disciplines, and promotes problem-solving
involving concepts from different fields. But complexity theory has not been the first attempt at
cross-breeding the sciences. Let’s have a brief look at history to see what happened before.

General Systems Theory

In the late 1940s, a number of scientists and researchers, led by biologist Ludwig von
Bertalanffy, created an area of study called general systems theory (sometimes simply called
systems theory). Their studies were based on the idea that most phenomena in the universe can
be viewed as webs of relationships among elements. And no matter whether their nature is
biological, chemical, or social, these systems have common patterns and behaviors that can be
studied to develop greater insight into systems in general. The grand goal of systems theory was
to form a unity of science that was interdisciplinary: a common language of systems across all
sciences.

One of the achievements of systems theory, which continued to be studied and expanded until at
least the 1970s, was shifting the focus from elements in a system to the organization of
elements, thereby recognizing that relationships among elements are dynamic, not static.
Scientists studied concepts like autopoiesis (how a system constructs itself), identity (how a
system is identifiable), homeostasis (how a system remains stable), and permeability (how a
system interacts with its environment). [Mitchell 2009:297].

The recognition that a software development team can construct itself, that it can define its own
identity, that it needs to interact with its environment, and that interactions among team
members are just as important as the team members themselves (or even more so) can all be
attributed to general systems theory.

Regrettably, the unification was never fully achieved, which should come as no surprise to
software developers with experience in attempts at unification. But the legacy of general
systems theory is significant. Almost all laws for system theory also turn out to be valid for
complex systems [Richardson 2004a:75], which is more than various unification frameworks in
software engineering have achieved.

Cybernetics

Around the time when general systems theory was conceptualized by biologists, psychologists,
economists, and other researchers, a similar area of study called cybernetics was created by a
similarly diverse group of neurophysiologists, psychiatrists, anthropologists, and engineers, with
mathematician Norbert Wiener as a leading figure.
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Cybernetics is the study of regulatory systems that have goals and interact with their
environment through feedback mechanisms. The goal of cybernetics itself is to understand the
processes in such regulatory systems, which include iterations of acting (having an effect on
the environment), sensing (checking the response of the environment), evaluating (comparing
the current state with the system’s goal), and back again to acting. This circular process is a
fundamental concept in the study of cybernetics.

From cybernetics, we have adopted the view that a software team is a goal-directed system that
regulates itself using various feedback cycles. We have learned that in a self-regulating system
like a software team, rather than energy and force, it is information, communication, and
purpose that are the most important factors. And cybernetics helped us understand that feedback
plays a crucial role in the development of complex behavior [Mitchell 2009:296].

General systems theory and cybernetics are often confused. This is not surprising because they
both influenced each other; they both have difficult names; they both tried to work toward a
unified science for systems; and they both proved unable to live up to their original goals.
Nevertheless, each is responsible for carrying the body of knowledge of systems, which later
theories could benefit from and build upon.

Dynamical Systems Theory

When we see systems theory and cybernetics as the two legs of the body of knowledge of
systems, then one of its arms is certainly dynamical systems theory.

Grown out of applied mathematics in the 1960’s, dynamical systems theory explains that
dynamic systems have many states, some of which are stable and some of which are not. When
parts of a system never change over time, or when they always settle back to original values
after having been disturbed, we say that the stable states are acting as attractors.

The relevance of dynamical systems theory to software development is that it helps explain why
some projects are stable and why others are not. And why sometimes it seems impossible to
change an organization, because it always reverts back to its original behavior.

Dynamical systems theory played a pivotal role in later theories by offering mathematics as a
helping hand when dealing with hard-to-measure concepts from systems theory and cybernetics.
(And it is a comforting thought that part of what was to become complexity theory was not just
a brain wave but was instead solid math.)

Game Theory

If we consider dynamical systems theory as one arm of the body of knowledge of systems, then
game theory must certainly be the other one. Multiple systems often compete for the same
resources, or try to have each other for lunch. Game theory indicates that, in such cases, systems
may develop competing strategies.

As another branch of applied mathematics, game theory attempts to capture behavior of systems
in strategic situations, where the success of one depends in part on the choices made by others.
Game theory was developed in the 1930s, and introduced to biology and evolutionary theory in
the 1970s when it was recognized that it applied to the strategies of organisms for catching prey,
evading predators, protecting territories, and dating the other sex.
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Game theory has turned out to be an important tool in many fields, including economics,
philosophy, anthropology, and political science. And of course software development, where it
not only helps software developers to build games, electronic markets, and peer-to-peer systems,
but also explains the behavior of people in teams, and the behavior of teams in organizations.

Evolutionary Theory

It is hard to imagine anyone not being familiar with evolutionary theory, which became very
well-known ever since Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, one of the most famous
books ever, in 1859. What virtually all biologists agree on are the basic concepts of evolution:
gradual genetic changes in species, and survival of the fittest by natural selection.

Of course, agreement on the basics doesn’t prevent biologists from bickering endlessly about
the details. The importance of random genetic drift (species changing for no reason), punctuated
equilibriums (sudden drastic changes instead of gradual change), selfish genes (selection at the
gene level instead of organisms or groups), and horizontal gene transfer (species exchanging
genes with each other) have all been discussed, embraced, and disputed vigorously [Mitchell
2009:81-87]. (But confront them with Intelligent Design and suddenly biologists are united in
their rejection of such unscientific nonsense.)

Evolutionary theory has contributed significantly to the study of all kinds of systems, whether
they are biological, digital, economical, or sociological. It is said that teams, projects and
products evolve, while adapting to their changing environments. And even though the kind of
“evolution” in software systems is not the same as Darwin described, evolutionary thinking has
helped in understanding growth, survival, and adaptation of systems over time. And this is why
I consider evolutionary theory to be the brains of the body of knowledge of systems.

Chaos Theory

Though a number of discoveries about chaos were made earlier, the real breakthrough of chaos
theory happened in the 1970s and 80s, with Edward Lorenz and Benoit Mandelbrot being the
leading figures at the time.

Chaos theory taught us that even the smallest changes in a dynamic system can have tremendous
consequences at a later time. This means that the behavior of many systems is ultimately
unpredictable, because minor issues can turn into big problems, as any software team is eager to
acknowledge. This innate unpredictability of dynamic systems has far-reaching consequences
for estimation, planning and control, which is a well-known concern among climate scientists
and traffic experts, but less readily accepted among project managers and functional managers.

Another topic addressed by chaos theory was the discovery of fractals and scale invariance,
which is the concept that the behavior of a system, when plotted in a graph, looks similar on all
scales.

Chaos theory is seen by some as the predecessor to complexity theory, and shares with it an
appreciation for uncertainty and change, which is why I like to see it as the heart of the body of
knowledge of systems.
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The Body of Knowledge of Systems

There is not a single definition of complexity, and there is not a single theory covering all
complex systems [Lewin 1999:x]. Scientists have been looking for fundamental laws that are
true for all systems for ages, but so far they have been unsuccessful.

It seems reasonable to ask - exactly what is this thing called “complexity theory?” For although
there are many definitions of CT [complexity theory], it has been suggested, that there is no
unified description. . [Wallis 2009:26]

Each system is different, and lessons learned with past results are no guarantee of future
performance. And so it appears that what we have is a collection of theories that are sometimes
complementary, sometimes overlapping, and sometimes contradictory.

Furthermore, there are plenty of smaller studies that, each in their own right, have brought
significant contributions to the field of complex systems. We could call them the eyes, ears,
fingers and toes of the body of knowledge. For example, the work on dissipative systems gave
us insight into spontaneous pattern-forming, and how systems can self-organize within
boundaries. The work on cellular automata taught us how complex behavior can result from
simple rules. From the study of artificial life we learned how information processing works in
agent-based systems. Thanks to learning classifier systems we came to understand how genetic
algorithms enable living systems to be capable of adaptive learning. And thanks to
developments in social network analysis we now understand how information propagates
among people in a network.

Despite the problem that the body parts don’t match properly in some places, and that the figure
looks uglier than Freddy Krueger in a tutu, the body of knowledge of systems is alive and
kicking (see Figure 1). And, when applied to complex systems, we call it complex systems
theory.

Figure 1 - The Body of Knowledge of systems.
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Are We Abusing Science?

In agile software development, we regularly hear references to scientific terms such as self-
organization and emergence.

At the heart of complex adaptive systems theory’s relevance to software development is the
concept of emergence, and the factors leading to emergent results. [Highsmith 1999]

For example, an ant colony, the brain, the immune system, a Scrum team, and New York City,
are self-organizing systems. [Schwaber, Beedle 2002]

Scrum is not a methodology, a defined process or set of procedures. It’s an open development
framework. The rules are constraints on behavior that cause a complex adaptive system to self-
organize into an intelligent state. This is taken from Tom Hume’s blog entry about Jeff
Sutherland’s presentation: http://www.tomhume.org/2009/04/shock-therapy-self-organisation-
in-scrum-jeff-sutherland.html

Is it justified to apply complex systems theory to software development? Do the complexity
scientists themselves agree that words like self-organization and emergence not only apply to
ant hills, the brain, and the immune system, but also to agile teams?

Some scientists have not so nice things to say about people like us borrowing their scientific
terms. They say we use scientific terminology without bothering about what the words really
mean. They say we import scientific concepts without any conceptual justification. And they say
some of us are intoxicated with words, indifferent to what they actually mean [Sokal 1998:4].

OK, I cheated a little. Sokal’s rant was not directed at agilists using (or abusing) complexity
science, but at people in general. Still, the signal here is clear. To really hammer it in, here’s
another quote that hits closer at home:
Not unexpectedly, the complexity gurus are most upset with how complexity science terms are
loosely, if not metaphorically, defined and tossed into our managerial discourse – one [guru]
goes as far as to suggest that the book[s] offer many insights for managers, but one should
simply black out all references to complexity science. [Maguire, McKelvey 1999:55]

Ouch!

Alright, I cheated again. This rant was directed at management literature abusing terms from
complexity science, not agile literature. But... we are warned.

We have to be careful when carrying over terms from complexity science to other disciplines,
including management and software development. For example, when a small issue in a
software project unexpectedly turns out to have big consequences, it is all too easy to say that
this is typical “chaotic” behavior of the system. But, without really understanding what chaos
actually means from a scientific viewpoint, we might be making ourselves the laughing stock
among complexity scientists around the world…

So, is the term self-organizing team an example of abuse of science?

And what about emergent design? Is that abuse of science as well?

Personally, I don’t think so. But it may be wise to remain critical and skeptical at all times.
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A New Era: Complexity Thinking

When you apply complex systems theory to software development and management you are
treating your organization as a system.

This is not new. System dynamics, originally developed in the 1950’s (and not to be confused
with dynamical systems theory) is a technique developed to help managers understand and
improve their industrial processes. System dynamics was one of the first techniques to be able to
show how even seemingly simple organizations can have unexpected nonlinear behaviors
[Stacey 2000a:64]. System dynamics recognized that the structure of an organization, with its
many circular, interlocking, and sometimes time-delayed relationships between organizational
parts, is often a more important contributor to an organization’s behavior than the individual
parts themselves.

System dynamics has helped managers to improve their understanding of business processes,
while at the same time pointing out that the properties of an organization are often a result of the
entire system, and cannot be traced back to individuals in the organization. System dynamics is
not part of the body of knowledge of systems. Instead it is a tool, like a 60-year old calculator,
to make the body of knowledge interesting for managers who like using numbers.

A newer but similar technique is called systems thinking, developed in the 1980’s and
popularized by Peter Senge’s book The Fifth Discipline [Senge 2006]. It is about understanding
how things influence each other within a whole. Systems thinking is a problem-solving mindset
that views “problems” as parts of an overall system. Instead of isolating individual parts,
thereby potentially contributing to unintended consequences, it focuses on cyclical relationships
and non-linear cause and effect within an organization. Systems thinking is very similar to
system dynamics, though the latter typically uses actual simulations and calculations in an
attempt to analyze the impact of alternative policies objectively. Systems thinking is said to be
more subjective in its evaluation of complex structures, because it has no clear definition of
usage [Forrester 1992]. Its main contribution is for people to concentrate on problematic
systems instead of problematic people. I would say that systems thinking is like a 30-year old
camera that is able to give managers a more complete picture of their organization, from various
interesting but subjective angles.

The study of complexity in social systems is called social complexity. Unfortunately, neither
system dynamics nor systems thinking recognize that social complexity cannot realistically be
analyzed and adapted in a top-down fashion [Snowden 2005]. Simulating organizations with
simplistic models, or drawing teams and people with bubbles and arrows, falsely suggests that
managers can analyze their organization, modify it, and then steer it in the right direction.
System dynamics and systems thinking recognize non-linearity, but they are still grounded in
the idea that top management can somehow construct a “right” kind of organization that is able
to produce the “right” kind of results. In their approach to applying the body of knowledge of
systems to organizations they are little more than 19th century deterministic thinking in a 20th

century jacket [Stacey 2000a]. The 21st century is the age of complexity. It is the century where
managers realize that, in order to manage social complexity, they need to understand how things
grow. Not how they are built.

I wrote a book, called Management 3.0, which applies complex systems theory in a way that
does not contradict its own message of non-linearity, non-determinism and uncertainty. My
management 3.0 model applies complexity thinking. It assumes that managers cannot construct
and steer a self-organizing team. Instead such a team must be grown and nurtured. It
acknowledges that productive organizations are not managed with models and plans. Instead it
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must emerge through the power of self-organization and evolution. I like to see complexity
thinking as the light which feeds all that grows. It is the energy source from which everything is
derived and produced. Calculators and cameras are interesting. But they are useless without
light.

Summary

Complexity science is a multi-disciplinary approach to research into systems, which builds on
earlier achievements in the fields of general systems theory, cybernetics, dynamical systems
theory, game theory, evolutionary theory, and game theory. Social complexity is the study of
social groups as complex adaptive systems. And complexity thinking is about treating social
groups as complex adaptive systems.

It is widely acknowledged that findings in complexity science can be applied to social systems,
like software development teams and management, though it is still unclear how far we can go
in copying system concepts from one discipline to another. But at the very least, software teams,
team leaders, and development managers can be inspired to solve their problems by looking at
other kinds of complex systems. Because history proves that the greatest advancements are
made when ideas from one field are adopted and adapted in another field.

This article is an adaptation from a text out of the book “Management 3.0: Leading Agile
Developers, Developing Agile Leaders,” by Jurgen Appelo. The book is published by Addison-
Wesley in Mike Cohn’s Signature Series.

http://management30.com
http://mikecohnsignatureseries.com
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Build Patterns to Boost your Continuous Integration

Julian Simpson, julian [at] build-doctor [dot] com
The Build Doctor Limited, http://www.build-doctor.com

Software developers have long had theories, methodologies, and patterns. Practitioners of
building and releasing code, on the other hand, can appear to preside over a seat-of-the-pants
affair. This difference comes partly from the evolution of many software companies: They
typically start small, and a couple of developers put out the first few builds from local machines.
But (hopefully) soon enough, the focus shifts from development to pushing product. Eventually,
however, disaster strikes, and you realize that until then no one had either the inclination or time
to think about practices regarding the release of code.

Well, I have had the inclination and time to think about this. If developers can condense the
accumulated knowledge of decades into design patterns, why should build managers not
similarly take advantage of experience and mine patterns in build and release? Today, I will
share a few. You might find one or more of them handy.

Build Pattern: Façade

Let’s begin with one for when your build scripts start showing their age, reminding you of the
“before” pictures for wrinkle remedies. First, do not bother attempting to rewrite the script from
scratch. You might just be trading a new set of problems for the old. If you feel that build
refactoring is not going to get you where you want to go, try wrapping the build in a different
tool and swap out chunks where it makes sense. One of my blog’s readers, Jason, had this to say
about Gradle:

“When Gradle consumes an Ant build, it treats the tasks as actual Gradle tasks, so you could
override the ant tasks as needed and simplify things until you’re completely ready to replace the
old Ant build with a Gradle build.”

You can use a similar approach with Maven. Use the Maven Ant plug-in to embed Ant code,
and convert over to Maven at your leisure.

Green-Light Build

Continuous Integration, for all its advantages, sometimes feels more like a parking lot than a
highway. For when developers have to battle for limited CI capacity, time is wasted while they
wait for the feedback they need to confirm proper code integration. Their builds fail to get the
prompt service that CI was supposed to deliver, when they must struggle against their
colleagues’ host of checkins for new functionality. This can be particularly frustrating when
working on critical and time-sensitive tasks such as bug fixes. Then there are the functional tests
that jam up the available build agents as the short builds queue up.

What to do? Dedicate some CI capacity to the shorter builds. Your CI system will determine
how you implement this. My solution for this issue on CruiseControl (which happened to be the
first solution I attempted), was to make a separate server. I have since implemented the same
solution on Team City, although in this case I took into account the build agents reserved for
fast builds, and added an environment variable to them. If the variable exists in the agent, and
the build takes more than 15 minutes, the agent will not use the variable.

http://www.build-doctor.com/
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While it might appear that I am not optimizing the use of the CI server by doing this, I think that
appearance deceives. Salaries are more costly than CI servers, so it makes more sense to
optimize the system for people. A little slack does more help than harm.

The Captive Build Tool

Ever struggle to get your build script to run, let alone build? Then think about making one
master build tool, that serves as a single installation for building your project or program. But
think carefully before you make it - there are tradeoffs.

Perhaps the most important feature of this tool should be its plain vanilla quality. If you can do
this, it should be able to deal with any project, and will then surely find its way to the hearts of
the developers, who will regard it as a dependable commodity. Early on, the name Ant Farm
caught my fancy for this pattern, but then I realized that I would also have to make a NAnt farm
and a Phing Pharm. Make it generic enough to avoid:

• The temptation to add new features, which would force everyone to upgrade the tool.

• Tasks that insist on being on the boot classpath.

• It becoming attractive to key dependencies.

Do not skimp when considering tasks or libraries for the tool: just be sure that they are not
project specific. This is a utility to make it easy to onboard developers, not a cage to lock them
in. You do not want to have the building and testing of your application dependent on the use of
the right version of build tool. Finally, check your build tool into your version control system,
and use a location relative to your project(s). That way you can have a go.bat or go.sh: a one-
line wrapper script to call the project for the correct build tool. The simpler the script, the better.

Once you have your captive build tool, new developers can be cutting (and building) code
before they go to lunch, boosting not only productivity, but newbie self-esteem as well. This
pattern brings more love to your team because it frees each developer from the task of
downloading all the libraries.

Amnesiac CI Build

Back in 2004, I set up my first CruiseControl build, updating the working copy from the Ant
build by using our Version Control System (Perforce). That was how I got the latest version of
the code onto the project’s working area. Since I needed to know things about the VCS to do the
checkout, and had to tell the build where to find the VCS, I tagged a successful build from Ant,
too. What a pain that was.

Bootstrappers went a long way toward alleviating this pain, as they eliminated the duplicated
efforts of telling not only both the build and the CI server the same facts about the VCS, but the
CI server where to look for changes as well.

So bootstrappers were great as far as they went, but they do not address the vexing issue of
tagging. What I used to do was obviate the main build’s need to know things such as VCS info
by tagging with a publisher. Enter the new CI tools, that automatically do the tagging whenever
a project completes successfully. These tools include Team City, CruiseControl.NET, and
Hudson. Your build need not know a thing about where it really resides, or what its history is,
when you push checkouts and tagging to your CI server. Voilà, the Amnesiac Build.
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Software Practices Advancement Conference Workshop: Patterns without Developers

Last year, I led a workshop at the SPA Conference [1], held at the British Computer Society’s
buildings in London, to gather patterns in the software development process originating from
neither the Gang of Four [2] nor the Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture[3].
Participants did good work, although the process was not very conducive to the creation of
highly detailed patterns. A list of pattern names, definitions, and other criteria follows.

Embedded Test Team. This pattern embeds testers with development team, obviating the
handovers that slow things down when you have separate testing and development teams. It is
an effective pattern, even when team sizes swell to the point where silos and specialization
become necessary. Putting the specialists where they are needed the most makes sense
regardless of how big a project is.

Blue-green deployments. Using this pattern results in practically no downtime on release,
keeping production live. It works by deploying to an unused environment and then switching
traffic to hit that unused environment. The name came from inspired by Continuous Delivery[4].
Patterns like Encapsulate Table with View, and NoSQL databases ensure that you can deploy
two application versions at once without either one of them throwing database-related errors. It
was particularly successful in a project where it was imperative to access the database using
stored procedures. Although developers’ productivity suffered because of the stored procedures,
when we released a new version there were only seconds of downtime.

Sonar Code Quality Control - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site

http://www.sonarsource.com
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Cookie Cutter Servers. In this pattern, you deploy servers as images or automatically built
machines, rather than manual or evolved installations. Since it automatically maintains
consistency between production and testing servers, you might never again have to maintain
consistency on different environments by hand. Tools like Puppet [5] and Chef [6] come in very
handy.

Simplicator (Freeman / Pryce). This one calls on you to define your own API, and implement
it by a stub or an adapter for testing. It makes testing more deterministic by decoupling service
consumers from providers. Published in Growing Object-Oriented Software, Guided By Tests
[7].

A/B Deployment. A/B testing allows you to find out which versions of your website are most
appealing to users (and hopefully which allow you to sell more product). Google famously
testing dozens of shades of blue to find out which performed best, at the cost of a designer’s
inner calm.  The trick here is continuous deployment to a limited subset of machines, allowing
you to gauge improvement of new version over the old before switching all users to the new.
You need multiple versions to operate in parallel using interface versioning for this pattern.
Timothy Fitz covered this pattern at IMVU[8], but I provisionally took the name from Split
Testing.

Virtualization. More of a technique, really: use virtual machines to simulate systems in the
operational environment, creating a scale model of the production environment for functional
testing. You may find it most useful for end-to-end testing, where you need an operational test
environment for each external system to which the software interfaces. In general, it works well
for operational procedures, where you want to test for the responses to various events. Using it
can be particularly handy at businesses such as banks, where you can build a virtual machine in
a fraction of the time it typically takes to get a server approved and delivered to the point where
you can use it. It also speeds up your ability to manage change and develop against realistic
hardware. If you run Linux on server and desktop, and can deliver virtualized nodes without the
tedium of licensing, this becomes a very compelling approach.

I was recently told by a friend that it takes six weeks to get a new virtual machine approved at a
large bank. The lead time for real hardware is about twice that. I still stand by this advice, as
you may get your server before Christmas.

Time Slicing. The idea here is simple enough: bring down test environments when they are not
testing. It uses test hardware more efficiently than would be the case if that hardware were
reserved exclusively for testing. Since testing requirements are sporadic, this pattern levels the
cost of resources over time. It relies on virtualization and cookie-cutter servers, which also pays
off by preventing project delays caused by, for instance, a test environment being booked for
months.

Stubs. Using this pattern involves testing a system against stubs and other systems in the
environment before testing it in a full pseudo-production environment. Stubbing out external
services has multiple advantages. For instance, if your code fails to talk to the stubbed services,
you know have more work to do. Using this pattern makes that work less of a hassle than it
would have been after deployment.

http://timothyfitz.wordpress.com/2009/02/10/continuous-deployment-at-imvu-doing-the-impossible-fifty-times-a-day/
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Atomic deployment. Think of this pattern as transactional deployment: either everything gets
deployed, or nothing does. Admittedly, it can be deceptively hard to get going (Can you really
roll back that database change? What is the risk of doing that?), but I think you will find it worth
the effort. Artifacts of a failed deployment can cause things to break in ways that are difficult to
diagnose.

Configuration Repository. This pattern eliminates embedded service identifiers, addresses, and
sizings, abstracting parameters out to a configuration service so that it is easier to manage. This
way, you can deploy identical software to every environment without adapting. People have
been talking about this pattern for a long time, but my erstwhile colleagues Chris Read [9] and
Tom Sulston [10] seemed to have successfully used it with Escape[11]. Using it with a NoSQL
database would seem useful, as all configuration seems to be represented in name-value pairs.

Four More, for good measure

Aslak Hellesøy created Immediate Test Failure Notification, which prevents having to wait
for a long CI build, only to find out a test failed for a trivial reason. [12]

Jon Tirsen coined Fast and the Full Builds. As you would imagine, it speeds up full builds [13]

Sam Newman authored Checkin Gate, which already has been nicknamed Checkin Dance and
Movable Checkin Gate [14].

Parumu has described several, notable among which is Binary Deliverable [15], an impressive
deployment tool that makes up in predictability what it lacks in subtlety.
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GivWenZen – Behavior Driven Development for FitNesse

Wes Williams, wes.williams [at] improvingenterprises.com
Improving Enterprises, http://www.improvingenterprises.com/

Getting started with GivWenZen

The website for GivWenZen has quite a bit of information for helping you get started with the
tool. Of course you can download the tool but there are also links to documentation of all types
including several presentations and screen-casts to help you get started and move into more
complex areas. The version 1.01 is used in all examples in this article. I continually test it to
make sure nothing is broken as new versions of FitNesse are released.

Main site: http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/
License: MIT license, http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/source/browse/trunk/LICENSE.
Downloads: http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/downloads/list
Documentation: http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/wiki/GettingStarted
Support: http://groups.google.com/group/givwenzen_user

What is GivWenZen and why does it exists?

WARNING: Tools, GivWenZen or any other testing tool, cannot solve the poor
communications between developers, testers and business people. Individuals still must talk to
each other continuously. GivWenZen is only a tool to assist in the process of verifying the
understanding of those conversations.

Around the 2003 time period I was working for a company which had been moving in an Agile
direction since 2001. We were trying to find a way to drive better collaboration between
developers, testers and our product owner as well as create automated acceptance tests. At the
time we referred to this as Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD). We started by using
a tool called FIT and then moved to FitNesse, a tool that made FIT specifications and tests more
user friendly by allowing them to be created with wiki pages.

This was working well but we were finding the tests difficult to maintain and understand at
times. This was not due completely to the tool, FitNesse, but due in large part to some bad
practices that I will talk about later. Developers were also finding FitNesse and some of the
'plug-ins' we were using had a few tricky quirks to them that were difficult to troubleshoot.

This lead me on a search to find other tools that provided the same values of collaboration and
verification as FitNesse but were easier to use. In 2008 I heard Dan North speak about a
collaboration idea he was calling Behavior Driven Development (BDD). In BDD each
specification is described with 3 key works given, when and then. 'Given' gives the state of the
application before the tests exist. 'When' is the action performed that the specification/tests is
defining and verifying. 'Then' is the expected result of the action based on the previous state.
Read more about BDD at http://behaviour-driven.org/.

Shortly after hearing this talk I read about a new tool in beta called Cucumber. Cucumber is a
ruby based tool created to help teams do BDD. The specifications and tests that were created
with the tool were easy to understand and implement. It had some similar ideas as FitNesse but
had taken them in a bit of a different direction. The specifications were mostly textual although
tables could be used in certain situations. I was up and running with the tool in a very short
period of time, minutes. Within minutes I understood how to use the tool. Within a couple of

http://www.improvingenterprises.com/
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/source/browse/trunk/LICENSE
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/downloads/list
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/wiki/GettingStarted
http://groups.google.com/group/givwenzen_user
http://behaviour-driven.org/
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hours I had it working with JRuby as well testing a small Java application I used for FitNesse
training. I was very happy with what I had found.

I thought this article was about GivWenZen??? Well I quickly found my team mates were not as
happy about the tool as I was. The complaints went like this: It is Ruby and we are doing Java;
We have already invested a lot in FitNesse, we had 1000s of FitNesse tests. However, they did
like the tests and the idea of BDD. This led me to try and add a similar set of features to
FitNesse and to the tool that became GivWenZen.

Installing GivWenZen

The simplest way to get started is to download the zip file which includes GivWenZen and a
recent version of FitNesse. Here are the steps:

1. Download the zip file found in the downloads section of the GivWenZen site,
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/downloads/list, and extract it to the directory of your
choice

2. Start the FitNesse server: from a command line change to the directory you unzipped too
and run the command java -jar ./lib/fitnesse.jar (see note below)

3. Open a browser and navigate to the main FitNesse for the server instance you just started
which can be found at http://localhost/.

4. From the web page that is displayed click on the SlimExamples link which takes you to the
http://localhost/SlimExamples page.

5. On the SlimExamples page you will see a set of 'buttons' going down the left side of the
page starting with, Suite, Edit, etc. Click the Suite button and all the tests in the suite will
run.

Note: If you get an error similar to 'Port 80 is already in use' change the command to use a
different port. (i.e. java -jar ./lib/fitnesse.jar -p8080 ) This will require the URLs in the steps
above to include this port number. (i.e. http://localhost:8080/ )

Understanding the Specification/Test

From the SlimExamples page navigate to the first test, AddTwoNumbers,
http://localhost/SlimExamples.AddTwoNumbers. Starting at the top of the page there is a line
that reads Included page: .SlimExamples.SetUp (edit). Every test can have a SetUp page that is
executed before the rest of the tests are executed. This is a good place to start the GivWenZen
fixture and other common tasks that multiple tests will need.

I just used a new term, fixture, so let me define that real quick before continuing with
GivWenZen. Fixtures are the code that ties a test page to the application being tested. Each test
page can use 1 or more Fixtures. There are also multiple types of fixtures allowed with FitNesse
SliM, more info can be found at http://fitnesse.org/FitNesse.UserGuide.SliM. GivWenZen
supplies a simple script fixture named GivWenZenForSlim.

Expand the setup section by clicking the ► symbol and you will see the contents of the page.
Click the edit button and it will open the page in edit mode. The page looks a bit different in edit
mode. Remember FitNesse is a wiki server so we are now seeing some special wiki syntax, but
do not worry; like all wikis the syntax is simple and minimal.

http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/downloads/list
http://localhost/
http://localhost/SlimExamples
http://localhost:8080/
http://localhost/SlimExamples.AddTwoNumbers
http://fitnesse.org/FitNesse.UserGuide.SliM
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The page you see is something like the following:
|import|
|org.givwenzen|
-|script|
|start|giv wen zen for slim|

The first line |import| tells fitnesse what java package(s) the fixtures for this page can be found.
In the case of our tests we only need one import line as we are using a single fixture found in the
package org.givwenzen as seen on the second line.

The next two lines of the SetUp page tell FitNesse to start a specific script fixture. In the case of
our test this is the org.givwenzen.GivWenZenForSlim fixture. Notice that Slim allows for
spacing to be introduced in the names that come from code. In our case GivWenZenForSlim can
be written giv wen zen for slim. The '|' character is a table column delimiter as used by most
wiki syntax. There is one special wiki syntax character that is unique in this example and it is
the '-' character. This character is used to hide the first row of a table which in FitNesse slim
usually describes the type of test table being used. In most cases this is unimportant for
understanding the test so I like it hidden.

So far we have allowed the environment to be set for our tests by telling FitNesse where the
fixture(s) are located and starting a fixture. Now let's look at the test itself.

After navigating back to the AddTwoNumbers test page click the edit button in the left side
menu. This will display text similar to the following partial page text showing only the first
scenario and leaving off descriptive text.

-|script|
|given|i turn on the calculator|
|and|i have entered 50 into the calculator|
|and|i have entered 75 into the calculator|
|when|i press add|
|then|the total is 125|
|show|then|what is the total|

The GivWenZen fixture is where the environment is set up

The first row of the test table is just like the SetUp table that started the GivWenZen fixture. The
remaining table rows all start with a column that contains a GivWenZen keyword (BDD
language) given, when, then or a linking 'and' keyword with the exception of the last row that
starts with the show FitNesse Slim keyword. These keywords are method names in the
GivWenZenForSlim fixture that take a string parameter. The second columns all have a
sentence or text that describes a step in the test. Here is a snippet from the GivWenZenForSlim
fixture:

  public Object given(String methodString) throws Exception {
   return executor.given(methodString);
  }

The keywords can also start with a capital letter. i.e. Given. The last row in the table uses a
keyword called show which simply creates an extra column at the end of the row when the test
is run and puts the return value of the test in that column.
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GivWenZen step classes start tying the test to the application

GivWenZen must now find the method associated with the text in each step. e.g. the 'i turn on
the calculator' portion of a step. GivWenZen does this by looking for java classes in a specific
set of packages, by default this is bdd.stpes. The class for this example is
bdd.steps.ExampleSteps. Here is a snippet from the class for the 'i have entered 50 into the
calculator' step.
@DomainSteps
public class ExampleSteps {
…
  @DomainStep("i have entered (\\d+) into the calculator")
  public void enterNumber(int number) throws Exception {
   numbers.add(number);
  }}

Step classes must be annotated with the @DomainSteps annotation as seen in the first line of the
example above. Step methods are annotated with the @DomainStep annotation and contain text
that is a regular expression. In this example (\\d+) captures the number in the step and passes it
as the first parameter to the enterNumber method.

Turning the test step green or red

One important part of a test is knowing if it was successful. FitNesse indicates this by turning a
step green or red when it is executed to indicate success or failure. In GivWenZen simply have
your test methods return a boolean to indicate success or failure.
  @DomainStep("the total is " + SOME_NUMBER)
  public boolean theTotalIs(int exepectedTotal) throws Exception {
   // simple example calling another step
   return givWenZen.then("what is the total").equals(expectedTotal);
  }

Displaying a value in the test

Displaying a value in a test is not a GivWenZen specific feature because this, like many other
nice features, is built into FitNesse Slim. If a method returns an Object of any type FitNesse will
display that value if the step begins with the keyword show.
(snippet from the test)
|show|then|what is the total|

(snippet from the code)
  @DomainStep("what is the total")
  public Integer getTotal() {
   return total;
  }

Principles to keep specifications maintainable

No matter how good the tool is or how easy it is to use does not keep you from causing yourself
a lot of long term support issues. Many places I have worked have started to meet a goal of
having some type of automated testing and in most cases they have ended up with something
that is hard to maintain and ends up in a state that the tests are no longer used.
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Dale H. Emery wrote a great article called 'Writing Maintainable Automated Acceptance Test'
(pdf) http://dhemery.com/pdf/writing_maintainable_automated_acceptance_tests.pdf and Bob
Martin followed this with a great screen-casts example of how to meet these principles in
http://blog.objectmentor.com/articles/2009/12/07/writing-maintainable-automated-acceptance-
tests. In the article Dale introduces the idea, or at least reminds us, that test automation is
software development and with software development we should expect maintenance costs.
Change in requirements and internal structure is required in order for the software to continue to
meet the needs of the customer so the tests must change as well.

Dale goes on to give some principles to help reduce the maintenance costs. The first principle is
keep incidental details out of the tests. That is keeping details out of the tests that are
unimportant to the concept being tested out of the test. e.g. If I am verifying the system does not
let me schedule an event in the past the only important detail I need to know about the event is
that the start date is not earlier than the current date.

The next principle he discusses, and one I have seen broken a lot, is avoid duplication.
Duplication will lead to changes trickling through many of your tests.

The last principle he gives is name ideas to indicate their purpose. If we were verifying the
event that is in the pass could not be created we could name the bad date date_before_today.
Given an event with a date before today
When the event is saved
Then an error occurs indicating the date must be today or later

These are good principles that will help you avoid many of the issues that make teams fail when
automating tests. Following them will help you keep the tests easier to maintain. At the end of
the article there are some additional resources that expand of these basic principles.

Wrapping it up

This article shows the basics of getting started with GivWenZen and FitNesse as well as a few
pitfalls to avoid. At this point you should be able to start FitNesse with GivWenZen and create a
simple test and step class. However, this is only the beginning so read through more of the
examples and play with them for a while. You will have more questions so check out the
Changing the Defaults section in the GivWenZen documentation,
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/wiki/ChangingTheDefaults.

Further reading

Don't stop with this article! Take a look at these great resources in order to learn more.

'Specification by Example' by Gojko Adzic: http://manning.com/adzic/
'The Secret Ninja Cucumber Scrolls' by Gojko Adzic: http://cuke4ninja.com/
'The RSpec Book' by David Chelimsky, et al.: http://www.pragprog.com/titles/achbd/the-rspec-
book
'The Reality of Automated Acceptance Testing' by George Dinwiddie with links to other blogs
discussing issues with automated acceptance testing -
http://blog.gdinwiddie.com/2010/03/01/the-reality-of-automated-acceptance-testing/

http://dhemery.com/pdf/writing_maintainable_automated_acceptance_tests.pdf
http://blog.objectmentor.com/articles/2009/12/07/writing-maintainable-automated-acceptance-tests
http://blog.objectmentor.com/articles/2009/12/07/writing-maintainable-automated-acceptance-tests
http://code.google.com/p/givwenzen/wiki/ChangingTheDefaults
http://manning.com/adzic/
http://cuke4ninja.com/
http://www.pragprog.com/titles/achbd/the-rspec-book
http://www.pragprog.com/titles/achbd/the-rspec-book
http://blog.gdinwiddie.com/2010/03/01/the-reality-of-automated-acceptance-testing/
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Celoxis Project Management Software

Franco Martinig, Martinig & Associates, http://www.martinig.ch/

Celoxis offers comprehensive web based project management features along with integrated
tools to manage your resources, collaboration, time sheets, expenses and workflow.

Web Site: http://www.celoxis.com/
Version Tested: hosted version 5.0.1, tested with Firefox 3.6, period from February to March
2011
System Requirements:
For hosted version: Firefox 3.5, IE8, Safari 4 and Chrome
For installed version: Windows 2000+ or Linux, SQL Server 2005+ or Oracle 9i or Postgresql
8.x, Sun JDK 6.0, email server that supports SMTP and POP3 or IMAP4
License & Pricing: Commercial, US$ 14.95 monthly per user for the hosted version
Support: Help Desk

Installation

For the hosted version you just register with basic information and then you have a 30 days trial
account already filled with a sample project data that will help you evaluate the product.

Documentation

A comprehensive user guide (402 pages) is available on-line or in the PDF format. There are
also some videos in flash format that presents the main features of the product.

Configuration

The "Settings" area allows you both to configure you personal preferences and the company
settings. Many settings can be configured for specific local conditions (currency, work calendar,
etc) which makes the product suitable for distributed international teams. In this area, you can
also manage your company structure, users, clients and security. Celoxis is an open system
where you can allow your customers (clients) to access reports with a fairly sophisticated and
granular authorization system.

You can also configure which modules of the applications you want to use. A contact module
allows recording the names and e-mail addresses of the project internal and external
stakeholders. Specific project's settings (type of working calendar, etc.) are defined when you
create the project

Features

When you start a trial account, you have already the data of a sample project and thus you can
already validate the different features that are understandable in an intuitive manner. The first
screen you see when you login is a dashboard that is fully configurable for each user. You can
therefore add reports and charts that will be relevant to each different user: project manager,
developer, tester, and client. This is not only used to monitor, but provides an instant access to
all needed functionality.

http://www.martinig.ch/
http://www.celoxis.com/
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Figure: User dashboard with projects and task information

• Project Planning

Project Infrastructure

A new project can be created as a blank project, using a pre-defined project template or
importing information from a Microsoft Project or a csv file.

Tasks and Resources

The creation of tasks using a spreadsheet-like interface is easy and quick. You can attribute to
each task the usual project management information. Custom fields let you to manage your own
project or task data. You manage the task hierarchy or the order of the tasks on the screen using
and drop features. When you want to assign resources to a task, Celoxis will tell you if the
resources are already overloaded. You will also be told if your allocation will cause a resource
conflict before you save the allocation. Resource conflicts and off-times can be managed
directly from a load chart screen. As in Microsoft Project, you can base your scheduling on
either fixed work, fixed duration or fixed units. The calendar module allows managing the
availability of resources and events that may impact it. Once you create the project plan, Celoxis
will automatically show you the estimated cost, thus helping you to define or validate your
budget.
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Figure 2. Task management screen

• Tracking

Updating progress

Users can see in their dashboard which tasks are attributed to them and then update or document
their status. A notification system sends e-mails to team members and clients when a specified
event occurs, like the new task assignment or a delayed task for instance. A task timer allows
recording the exact time spent on a particular task. Project managers can also request updates on
tasks. Task assignees will get an email to which they can reply to file their progress update.

Time and Expenses

As an alternative method to the task screens, project members can fill their worksheet for the
week in the "Time" module, linking time spent with existing project tasks. This time reports can
then be submitted for approval to the project manager. In a similar way, expenses related to the
project can be recorded in the system. Time and expenses can be marked as billable and/or
costable for finer control of costing and billing. The project financial information, like the actual
cost, is automatically updated based on time and expenses reports.

Discussions and Documents

These modules allow you to run a discussion forum and store or share documents. Beside the
documentation purpose, you can also have a central point to track formal communication
between project stakeholders, including clients, and create a documentation trail of the project
activities, like meeting reports for instance. You can follow project updates through a RSS
reader using a cross-project RSS feeds that include task, document, discussion and workflow
activity.
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Workflow management

You define and track your business processes like bugs, change requests, risks and client
approvals in the workflow module. You can assign these items to users and manage their status
from start to end.

Reports

Celoxis has a wide choice of around 40 pre-defined reports to visualize your project progress on
every perspective: time completed and remaining, resources usage, budget, etc. In fact, almost
everything you can view in the system is a report. This means that you can customize the data as
well as the display to suit your requirements. You can perform actions on report, for instance
selecting tasks and requesting progress update in one go.

Reports are visible in the report section, but they are also directly available in their domain area,
you will find the "Incomplete Timesheet" report in the "Time" section for instance. You can also
"bookmark" a report in the menu for one-click access. For each report you can define who can
access it, either inside your company or outside (clients). Reporting capabilities also include
multi-level grouping and sorting, sophisticated filtering options on regular and custom fields and
drill down charts.

• Additional features

Celoxis offers interesting Project Portfolio Management (PPM) capabilities. In addition to fields
like risk, benefit or budget, you can create custom fields to track your portfolio of projects. For
example, you can create a formula field called 'PPM Score' that calculates a numeric score of a
project based on your organization's methodology.

Celoxis can be accessed from mobile phones like the iPhone, Android, Blackberry and Symbian.
This is a comprehensive mobile application not just a way to 'view' data. Managers can view any
report that they could run from a browser, including clickable charts. Team members can update
task progress and fill their time reports.

To interact with Celoxis from an external system, a web-based API allows using specific
functions and running SQL queries on the Celoxis database from any programming language.

Conclusion

Overall the product has solid project management capabilities and is reach in features. The user
interface is intuitive and lets you to use the system quickly and intelligently. The fact that
almost all the data is visible through reports means that you can customize what you see and
how you see it. The mobile interface is especially helpful for those on the move allowing you to
do a lot without access to a PC. You can also easily use the API if you have other systems that
you need to pull/push data from or to.
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Tellurium Automated Testing Framework

Vivek Mongolu, http://code.google.com/p/aost/

Tellurium Automated Testing Framework is an open source automated testing framework for
testing web applications. Tellurium evolved from Selenium framework about 2 years ago with a
different testing approach. Tellurium is built on UI module concept, which makes it possible to
write reusable and easy to maintain tests against the dynamic RIA based web applications. UI
module is collection of UI(DOM) elements grouped together. Current version is 0.8.0.

Web Site: http://code.google.com/p/aost/
Version Tested: Tellurium: 0.8.0, Trump plugin: 0.8.0-RC1, Tellurium IDE: 0.8.0-RC2
License & Pricing: Open Source
Support: User mailing list (tellurium-users@googlegroups.com)

Installation

The easiest way to create a Tellurium project is to use Tellurium Maven archetypes.

For a Tellurium JUnit project, use:

mvn archetype:create -DgroupId=your_group_id -DartifactId=your_artifact_id \
-DarchetypeArtifactId=tellurium-junit-archetype \
-DarchetypeGroupId=org.telluriumsource \
-DarchetypeVersion=0.8.0 \
-DarchetypeRepository=http://maven.kungfuters.org/content/repositories/releases

For a Tellurium TestNG project, use:

mvn archetype:create -DgroupId=your_group_id -DartifactId=your_artifact_id \
-DarchetypeArtifactId=tellurium-testng-archetype \
-DarchetypeGroupId=org.telluriumsource \
-DarchetypeVersion=0.8.0 \
-DarchetypeRepository=http://maven.kungfuters.org/content/repositories/releases

You can also use the reference project to create Tellurium project. Instructions can be found
here http://code.google.com/p/aost/wiki/ReferenceProjectGuide

TrUMP plugin: Download the firefox plugin from:
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=Trump-0.8.0-RC1.xpi&can=2&q=

Tellurium-IDE plugin: Download the firefox plugin from:
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=TelluriumIDE-0.8.0-
RC2.xpi&can=2&q=

Getting started with Tellurium

1. Create the project structure using Tellurium Maven archetype.

2. Create the User Interface(UI) module using TrUMP firefox plugin

3. Create the reusable methods for different operations on the UI module.

4. Create test cases in Java, Groovy or DSL. Tellurium supports JUnit/TestNG/easyb test
cases.

http://code.google.com/p/aost/
http://code.google.com/p/aost/
mailto:tellurium-users@googlegroups.com
http://code.google.com/p/aost/wiki/ReferenceProjectGuide
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=TelluriumIDE-0.8.0-RC2.xpi&can=2&q
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=TelluriumIDE-0.8.0-RC2.xpi&can=2&q
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5. Run the Tests.

UI Module

Most existing web testing frameworks, like Selenium, primarily focus on individual UI elements
such as links and buttons, Tellurium on the other hand, groups UI elements as UI objects into UI
module.

For example to test the Google home page, first we create the Search UI in a Groovy class as
follows:

ui.Container(uid: "GoogleSearchModule", clocator: [tag: "td"], group: "true"){
InputBox(uid: "Input", clocator: [title: "Google Search"])
SubmitButton(uid: "Search", clocator: [name: "btnG", value: "Google Search"])

 SubmitButton(uid: "ImFeelingLucky", clocator: [value: "I'm Feeling Lucky"])
}
Here we are defining that the UI consists of one Input textbox element and two submit buttons.

Adoption of UI module makes Tellurium expressive and easy to understand in the context of
tests. Tellurium sets the Object to Locator Mapping at runtime using the attributes from the
composite locator(clocator). This makes Tellurium more robust and responsive to changes from
internal UI elements.

In the test code locators are not used directly, instead UI elements are accessed by simply
appending the uids along the path. To access Search button,  use GoogleSearchModule.Search

Writing test code for the above UI can be done using Java or Groovy as follows:

@Test
public void searchTelluriumTest(){

type “GoogleSearchModule.Input”, “Tellurium test”
click “GoogleSearchModule.Search”
waitForPageToLoad 3000

//Assertions here
}

Tellurium shines when dynamic web content is being tested. Complex dynamic web data can be
easily defined using the Tellurium UI templates. For example, Issue Search page on the projects
website can be represented as follows:

ui.Table(uid: "issueResult", clocator: [id: "resultstable", class: "results"], group: "true") {
//Define the header elements
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as ID", clocator: [text: "*ID"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Type", clocator: [text: "*Type"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Status", clocator: [text: "*Status"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Priority", clocator: [text: "*Priority"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Milestone", clocator: [text: "*Milestone"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Owner", clocator: [text: "*Owner"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Summary", clocator: [text: "*Summary + Labels"])
UrlLink(uid: "{header: any} as Extra", clocator: [text: "*..."])
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//Define table body elements
//Column "Extra" for all Rows is TextBox
TextBox(uid: "{row: all, column -> Extra}", clocator: [:])
//For the rest, they are UrlLinks
UrlLink(uid: "{row: all, column: all}", clocator: [:])

}

Looking at the UI module we can infer that UI is an HMTL Table with the header row and the
table body. Further, header columns can be differentiated by metadata in uid {header:any} and
the content for  header column is link. The whole body of the table is defined in last two lines as
TextBox and UrlLink. Further we can infer that data for the column referenced by the Extra is
cell with some text and every other cell is a link as defined in the uid {row:all, column: all}. To
access the elements for testing in the above UI, use indexes

issueResult.header[1] returns the first column in the header row which is ID column.
issueResult[2][2] returns the cell for second row and second column.

Tellurium API provides with various methods to access and manipulate the web data. Tellurium
enforces clear separation between the UI and the test code. In an agile world where UI changes
rapidly, having this clear separation makes it easier to modify UI with minimal changes to the
test code.

Tellurium Sub-projects

• Tellurium started as small core project but quickly expanded into multiple sub-projects.

• Tellurium Core: UI module, APIs, DSL, Object to Runtime Locator mapping, test support.

• Tellurium Engine: Based on Selenium core with UI module, CSS selector support, macro
command and exception hierarchy support.

• Tellurium UI Module Plugin(Trump):  Firefox plugin that automatically generates the UI
module after user selects the UI elements on the web page being tested. Trump validates the
UI module by evaluating each UI elements attributes, then generates the runtime locator and
verifies the locators are valid.

• Tellurium-IDE: Firefox plugin that QA group and non programmers can use to record user
actions on the web page and replay them. Plugin automatically generates Tellurium
commands and UI modules in DSL script format. The DSL script can be exported as Groovy
script. Replaying the script is done by the built in test runner.

• TelluriumWorks: Java Swing application to edit and run Tellurium-IDE generated test
scripts.

Testing Approach

Tellurium works in two modes. First mode works as a wrapper to the Selenium framework.
Tellurium core generates the runtime locator based on the attributes defined in clocator of the UI
module. The generated locator is then passed in Selenium calls to the Selenium core with
Tellurium extensions.
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The following diagram illustrates this flow.

Second mode uses Tellurium Engine. Tellurium Core will convert the UI module into JSON
notation and passes it to the Tellurium Engine when the UI module is used first time. Engine
uses the Santa algorithm to locate the whole UI module and caches it. For subsequent calls, the
cached UI module will be used instead of locating again, thereby improving the test execution
speed. The following diagram illustrates this flow.
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Other features

• Uses abstract UI objects to encapsulate web UI elements such as InputButton, Selector,
UrlLink, List, Table, Frame.

• UI templates and UID Description Language(UDL) are used to represent UI elements like
HTML Tables or List where the content changes dynamically.

• Internationalization(i18n) support for Strings and exception messages.

• Supports widgets for re-usability.

• Supports Data-driven test support.

• CSS selectors are supported to improve test speed in IE.

• Locator caching and command bundling further improve the test speed.

Documentation

The general documentation is available from the project home page. The user guide can be
found at http://code.google.com/p/aost/wiki/UserGuide070Introduction?tm=6

PDF version of the user guide is also available at
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=tellurium-reference-
0.7.0.pdf&can=2&q=

Related Resources

Selenium
JUnit
TestNG
easyb

http://code.google.com/p/aost/wiki/UserGuide070Introduction?tm=6
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=tellurium-reference-0.7.0.pdf&can=2&q
http://code.google.com/p/aost/downloads/detail?name=tellurium-reference-0.7.0.pdf&can=2&q
http://seleniumhq.org/
http://www.junit.org/
http://testng.org/doc/index.html
http://www.easyb.org/
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Apache CXF

Axel Irriger, iteratec GmbH, axel (dot) irriger (at) iteratec (dot) de

Apache CXF is a framework for web service development for the Java programming language,
which features a XML-free configuration and has a strong focus on embedding into existing
applications.

Web Site: http://cxf.apache.org
Version discussed: Apache CXF 2.2 and 2.3
License & Pricing: Open Source with commercial support and packaging by FuseSource
Support: User mailing list, developer mailing list, Internet Relay Chat, FuseSource forums.
You can purchase the book “Apache CXF Web Service Development” from PACKT
Publishing.

This article provides an overview of the CXF framework and its basic use cases.

Introduction

Before detailing the CXF framework, it is worth looking at basic concepts first. In the context of
method invocation, two things are important: first, how you can invoke something interoperable
in general and second, which steps you must follow, in particular.

General interoperability concerns

In order to access software functions or methods on a different system environment, some steps
are fundamental. For these, it is not important, whether you are dealing with a remote machine
or with an application written in a different programming language. The basic steps are:

• Identify the function and the parameters to invoke

• Map this to a portable format

• Transport this to the target environment

• Perform the function call and obtain any return values

• Transport the result back, also using a portable format

Any framework, regardless of its architecture, must perform these steps. In this context,
“interoperable” can mean two different things: first, it can mean a specific format for a chosen
programming language. A typical example is Java remote method invocation (RMI). Second, it
can mean that many different languages can understand the format. This last definition is
commonly accepted. There exist various implementations for such interoperable
communication. A very popular one is the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA).

The CXF framework implements a portable invocation of remote functions in the Java
programming language. For this implementation, it follows the basic steps listed above. By
default, it supports SOAP based web services and XML-based REST-services. Although it
implements these two standards, it is not limited to these. You can extend it to support your own
protocol, as well.

http://cxf.apache.org
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Web service frameworks for Java

As a Java developer, you have quite a lot of choices, when it comes to web services. Among the
more popular frameworks, the typical short list consists of:

• Apache Axis

• Metro

• Sun reference implementation

Each of these has various strengths and weaknesses. This article covers only attributes specific
to Apache CXF. A detailed comparison is far beyond the scope of this article.

Integration with the Spring framework

Apache CXF uses the Spring framework internally. You can categorize the Spring framework as
the Java developer’s Swiss-army knife. It provides a feature-rich dependency injection container
and comes along with an extended set of support libraries, greatly simplifying everyday
implementations. CXF uses the Spring framework as one of its cornerstones to support
implementation and extension by a customized instance of ApplicationContext for operation and
configuration.

Integration with existing applications

To embed a software component into an existing application, the component must be self-
reliant. This means, all necessary libraries and dependencies are included with that component.
Nonetheless, there may be version conflicts with CXF libraries and the ones in the host
application.

The ApplicationContext of Apache CXF encapsulates all operations. With that, there is a clearly
defined bean for you to integrate and configure. You need not refactor your existing code base,
in order to use Apache CXF. Even though it does rely on third party libraries, for issues like
data marshalling, it does not need any interaction with other components, like a servlet
container. In addition, it supports various deployment models, with each being configurable
using its API.

If you want to deploy CXF standalone (or the application it is coupled with does not provide a
servlet context), its embedded web server (Jetty) can be used. This is already part of the
distribution.

Extensibility

To extend any given framework, well-defined extension points (“hooks”) are mandatory. In
Apache CXF, a central “bus” infrastructure connects all core components. Components can be
added to this bus on-demand, in order to replace existing components or to add new components
to the framework. Using this approach, adding support for new protocols or marshalling
implementations is easy.

Besides components, CXF implements its functionality in a layer-based architecture with
different phases, where each phase performs a clearly defined processing step. Various objects,
implementing the interceptor pattern, apply these. Each phase iterates over a list of configured
interceptors for the phase at hand.
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For example, there is a marshalling phase, before any actual request is sent over the network.
Within this phase, interceptors handle validation, mapping and various other steps necessary to
convert the message to a portable representation. You can easily extend each phase using
custom interceptors to implement special functionality or override existing ones.

Generic “Service” approach

If you take a look at the web service implementation stack so far, you might describe it as “over-
engineered”. However, at its core, Apache CXF wants to able to cover technology and
protocols. For the moment, it implements technologies, which are popular today, but it must also
cover ones of the future. To be able to deliver this value, a more general approach is mandatory.
Thus, the developers describe the framework itself as a “services” framework. With this
definition, you have all liberty you need.

Features

To decide, whether Apache CXF is well suited for your environment, the implemented
standards and protocols are a key factor. The following sections outline its support to date.
Protocols and Libraries

The layer-based approach of its internal operation reflects in the layers of supported protocol
and libraries. The following table lists the supported technologies in the various stacks:

Category Technologies and libraries
Transport HTTP, Servlet, JMS, in-VM, Camel
Protocol
bindings SOAP, REST/HTTP, XML

Data bindings JAXB 2.x, Aegis, XMLBeans, Service Data Objects, JiBX
(under development)

Formats XML, textual representation, JSON, FastInfoset

In order to actually use CXF, you do not need in-depth knowledge of the libraries it uses
internally. Only the “front-end” API is necessary. For those, you have two options.

REST-based services

Services, defined as “REST-based”, are implemented with the Internet protocol standards in
mind, such as HTTP and XML. These services implement basic CRUD (create, read, update,
delete) operations using the available HTTP operations PUT, GET, POST. The application
encodes the object to operate on and the method to invoke in the URL.

This design strategy declares that every object is uniquely identifiable using an URL. Using
traditional GET, POST and PUT operations, you invoke status changes on these objects.

Apache CXF supports REST-based services with the Java API for XML-based REST services
(JAX-RS) standard. Using Java annotations, you enable it purely on the service interface. These
annotations define the mapping between the URL and the service and its parameters. If you need
to change something, you only alter the service interface. The underlying implementation,
typically a Java bean, remains untouched.
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SOAP web services

The first mainstream implementation of web services was done using XML and the Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP). This “traditional” web service stack consists of either HTTP or
JMS as the transport protocol and exchanges XML data on top.

The SOAP protocol also defines the XML document layout. With clearly identifiable XML tags
is declares the service, the method on that service and its parameters. In order to model and
validate more complex data structures, the SOAP protocol relies on XML schema, which covers
the data modeling part.

To develop a SOAP compatible web service with Apache CXF, you annotate on the service
interface, too. The Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS) standard declares all valid
annotations.

Web service standard support

For SOAP web service development, it supports the following standards, to date:

Category Standards
Basic support WS-I Basic Profile 1.1
Quality of Service WS-Reliable Messaging
Metadata WS-Policy, WSDL-1.1
Communication
security

WS-Security, WS-SecurityPolicy, WS-SecureConversation, WS-Trust
(partial support)

Messaging support WS-Adressing, SOAP 1.1, SOAP 1.2, Message Transmission
Optimization Mechanism (MTOM)

Simple deployment model

Although most service development project decide on the programming model early on, you
may want to experiment at first. For such “quick and dirty” solutions, you just want to get some
logic into your beans and get started. Apache CXF delivers this, too.
The simple deployment model focuses on Java reflection to construct a service from a pure Java
interface, without the need for annotations. Although you should discourage this for production
use (due to reasons such as parameter naming), it is compelling for rapid construction and
prototyping. In order to create a service, only these steps are necessary:

1. Create a Java interface, reflecting the service:

public interface HelloWorld {
  String sayHi(String text);
}

2. Expose the interface using Apache CXF:

ServerFactoryBean svrFactory = new ServerFactoryBean();
svrFactory.setServiceClass(HelloWorld.class);
svrFactory.setAddress("http://localhost:9000/Hello");
svrFactory.setServiceBean(helloWorldImpl);
svrFactory.create();
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With these basic steps, the “Hello World” service is accessible under the URL
http://localhost:9000/Hello.

Summary

This article presented Apache CXF, a simple to use framework for (web) service development.
Along with its main focus of easy embedding, some its architectural features have been
presented.

The given examples and descriptions should help you to use CXF to develop services using the
Java language and expose them either as SOAP-based web or REST-based services. In addition,
the simple deployment method using Java reflection was mentioned to support easy prototyping.

If you are focusing on implementing business functionality and need a painless way of exposing
this, CXF definitely is a good choice. Since it relies mostly on Java annotations and separates
service definition from implementation in a clean way, development and integration is greatly
simplified.

You should also consider CXF  if it is not clear yet, whether you will need SOAP or REST
services. As it supports both styles of operation, you can provide additional channels of access
afterwards without affecting business logic.
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RSpec Best Practices

Jared Carroll, Carbon Five, http://blog.carbonfive.com

RSpec is a Behavior-Driven Development tool for Ruby programmers. BDD is an approach to
software development that combines Test-Driven Development, Domain Driven Design and
Acceptance Test-Driven Planning. RSpec helps you do the TDD part of that equation, focusing
on the documentation and design aspects of TDD.

Web Site: http://relishapp.com/rspec
Version tested: 2.5
License & Pricing: MIT License, open source / free
Support: Community

RSpec Best Practices

RSpec is a great tool in the behavior driven design process of writing human readable
specifictions that direct and validate the development of your application. I've found the
following practices helpful in writing elegant and maintainable specifications.

First #describe What You Are Doing

Begin by using #describe for each of the methods you plan on defining, passing the method’s
name as the argument. For class method specs prefix a "." to the name, and for instance level
specs prefix a "#". This follows standard Ruby documentation practices and will read well when
output by the spec runner.

describe User do

  describe '.authenticate' do
  end
  describe '.admins' do
  end
  describe '#admin?' do
  end
  describe '#name' do
  end

end

Then Establish The #context

Next use #context to explain the different scenarios in which the method could be executed.
Each #context establishes the state of the world before executing the method. Write one for each
execution path through a method.

For example, the following method has two execution paths:

class SessionsController < ApplicationController

  def create
    user = User.authenticate :email => params[:email],
                             :password => params[:password]
    if user.present?
      session[:user_id] = user.id

http://blog.carbonfive.com/
http://relishapp.com/rspec
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      redirect_to root_path
    else
      flash.now[:notice] = 'Invalid email and/or password'
      render :new
    end
  end

end

The spec for this method would consists of two contexts:

describe '#create' do
  context 'given valid credentials' do
  end

  context 'given invalid credentials' do
  end
end

Note the use of the word "given" in each #context. This communicates the context of receiving
input. Another great word to use in a context for describing conditional driven behavior is
"when".

describe '#destroy' do
  context 'when logged in' do
  end

  context 'when not logged in' do
  end
end

By following this style, you can then nest #contexts to clearly define further execution paths.

And Finally Specify The Behavior

Strive to have each example specify only one behavior. This will increase the readability of your
specs and make failures more obvious and easier to debug.

The following is a spec with multiple un-related behaviors in a single example:

describe UsersController do

  describe '#create' do
    ...

    it 'creates a new user' do
      User.count.should == @count + 1
      flash[:notice].should be
      response.should redirect_to(user_path(assigns(:user)))
    end
  end

end
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Break out the expectations into separate examples for a more clear definition of the different
behaviors.

describe UsersController do

  describe '#create' do
    ...

    it 'creates a new user' do
      User.count.should == @count + 1
    end

    it 'sets a flash message' do
      flash[:notice].should be
    end

    it "redirects to the new user's profile" do
      response.should redirect_to(user_path(assigns(:user)))
    end
  end

end

Tips For Better Examples

Lose The Should

Don't begin example names with the word "should". It is redundant and results in hard to read
spec output.  Instead write examples by starting with a present tense verb that describes the
behavior.

it 'creates a new user' do
end

it 'sets a flash message' do
end

it 'redirects to the home page' do
end

it 'finds published posts' do
end

it 'enqueues a job' do
end

it 'raises an error' do
end

Don't hesitate to use words like "the" or "a" or "an" in your examples when they improve
readability.
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Use The Right Matcher

RSpec comes with a lot of useful matchers to help your specs read more like natural language.
When you feel there is a cleaner way ... there usually is.

Here are some common matcher refactorings to help improve readability.

# before: double negative
object.should_not be_nil
# after: without the double negative
object.should be

# before: "lambda" is too low level
lambda { model.save! }.should
raise_error(ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound)
# after: for a more natural expectation replace "lambda" and "should"
with "expect" and "to"
expect { model.save! }.to raise_error(ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound)
# the negation is also available as "to_not"
expect { model.save! }.to_not
raise_error(ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound)

# before: straight comparison
collection.size.should == 4
# after: a higher level size expectation
collection.should have(4).items

Prefer Explicitness

#it, #its and #specify may cut down on the amount of typing but they sacrifice readability. Using
these methods requires you to read the body of the example in order to determine what its
specifying. Use these sparingly if at all. Let's compare the output from the documentation
formatter of the following spec that uses these more concise example methods.

describe PostsController do

  describe '#new' do
    context 'when not logged in' do
      ...

      subject do
        response
      end

      it do
        should redirect_to(sign_in_path)
      end

      its :body do
        should match(/sign in/i)
      end
    end
  end
end

$ rspec spec/controllers/posts_controller_spec.rb --format documentation
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PostsController
  #new
    when not logged in
      should redirect to "/sign_in"
      should match /sign in/i

Running this spec results in blunt, code-like output with redundancy from using the word
"should" multiple times.

Here is the same spec using more verbose, explicit examples:

describe PostsController do

  describe '#new' do
    context 'when not logged in' do
      ...

      it 'redirects to the sign in page' do
        response.should redirect_to(sign_in_path)
      end

      it 'displays a message to sign in' do
        response.body.should match(/sign in/i)
      end
    end
  end

end

$ rspec spec/controllers/posts_controller_spec.rb --format documentation

PostsController
  #new
    when not logged in
      redirects to the sign in page
      displays a message to sign in

This version results in a very clear, readable specification.

Run Specs To Confirm Readability

Always run your specs with the "--format" option set to "documentation" (in RSpec 1.x the --
format options are "nested" and "specdoc")

$ rspec spec/controllers/users_controller_spec.rb --format documentation

UsersController
  #create
    creates a new user
    sets a flash message
    redirects to the new user's profile
  #show
    finds the given user
    displays its profile
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  #show.json
    returns the given user as JSON
  #destroy
    deletes the given user
    sets a flash message
    redirects to the home page

Continue to rename your examples until this output reads like clear conversation.

Formatting

Use "do..end" style multiline blocks for all blocks, even for one-line examples. Further improve
readability and delineate behavior with a single blank line between all #describe blocks and at
the beginning and end of the top level #describe.

Before:

describe PostsController do
  describe '#new' do
    context 'when not logged in' do
      ...
      subject { response }
      it { should redirect_to(sign_in_path) }
      its(:body) { should match(/sign in/i) }
    end
  end
end

And after:

describe PostsController do

  describe '#new' do
    context 'when not logged in' do
      ...

      it 'redirects to the sign in page' do
        response.should redirect_to(sign_in_path)
      end

      it 'displays a message to sign in' do
        response.body.should match(/sign in/i)
      end
    end
  end
end

A consistent formatting style is hard to achieve with a team of developers but the time saved
from having to learn to visually parse each teammate's style makes it worthwhile.
Conclusion

As you can see, all these practices revolve around writing clear specifications readable by all
developers. The ideal is to run all specs to not only pass but to have their output completely
define your application. Every little step towards that goal helps.
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Maven Plugins

Evgeny Goldin, http://evgeny-goldin.com/

Maven Plugins is a collection of tools providing additional behavior to the traditional set of
Maven capabilities. It allows a Maven developer to conveniently perform various tasks, such as:

• Copy, pack, unpack, download, or upload files, archives and Maven dependencies.

• Generate Hudson jobs using hierarchical definition of tasks.

• Create new Maven properties dynamically with Groovy.

• Send mails with attachments, run SSH commands remotely or invoke SpringBatch jobs.

Web Site: http://evgeny-goldin.com/wiki/Maven-plugins
Version Tested: 0.2, 0.2.1 on Window 7 / Server 2008, Java 1.6.0_20, Maven 2.2.1 and 3.0.2
License & Pricing: Open Source (Apache license), Free
Support:
• Mailing list: http://maven-plugins.994461.n3.nabble.com/
• Issue tracker: http://evgeny-goldin.org/youtrack/issues/pl
• Mail: evgenyg [at] gmail

Since Maven is a Java tool and all of the plugins are developed in Groovy, a JVM-based
language, they will work on any platform where Java 1.6 is supported.

Installation

In Maven plugins are referenced in a “pom.xml” file by their <groupId> and
<artifactId> in order to be used.
<plugin>
    <groupId>com.goldin.plugins</groupId>
    <artifactId>maven-copy-plugin</artifactId>
    <version>0.2.1</version>
    <executions>
       ...
    </executions>
</plugin>

For any plugin listed below you should replace the <artifactId> section by the
corresponding plugin name, marked in bold in the example above.

A public Maven repository available at http://evgeny-goldin.org/artifactory/plugins-releases/
contains all plugin files so it should be added as a <pluginRepository> to your
“pom.xml” file. Detailed instructions are available in Maven POM reference at
http://maven.apache.org/pom.html#Repositories.

In addition, the http://evgeny-goldin.org/artifactory/libs-releases/ repository should also be
added as <repository> to your “pom.xml” file to retrieve additional dependencies.

Alternatively, you can add both repositories to your Maven repository manager, such as
Artifactory (http://www.jfrog.com/) or Nexus (http://nexus.sonatype.org/).
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Usage

Each plugin provides a different set of functionalities. The section below briefly describes each
of them.

maven-copy-plugin - http://evgeny-goldin.com/wiki/Maven-copy-plugin

Historically, Maven is targeted at the creation of standard archives supported by Java tools, such
as “*.jar”, “*.war” or “*.ear”. These days many projects drift away from Java EE
standards and use proprietary distribution archives with a less traditional structure to fit their
needs. This plugin provides a set of capabilities required for convenient and centralized
handling of archive preparation and distribution:

• Copying files with their content filtered or replaced based on Regex matches.

• Packing and unpacking of archives and Maven dependencies.

• Updating existing archives or unpacking specific Zip entries instead of unpacking the whole
archive.

• Attaching archives created as Maven artifacts or deploying them to a Maven repository.

• Downloading and uploading archives from and to HTTP, FTP and SCP locations.

• Selecting the files copied, packed, unpacked, downloaded or uploaded with include/exclude
patterns and dynamic Groovy expressions.

• Post processing of the files copied, packed, unpacked or downloaded using dynamic Groovy
expressions.

maven-hudson-plugin - http://evgeny-goldin.com/wiki/Maven-hudson-plugin

Hudson is a Continuous Integration build server. It allows executing and monitoring jobs of any
kind, with a preference towards build jobs. You can read more about it at http://hudson-ci.org/.

The Hudson execution unit is a “job”, and each one is responsible for a single process, such as
running a build tool like Maven or a batch processing engine like SpringBatch
(http://static.springsource.org/spring-batch/). Consequently, each Hudson server contains more
than one job as all of them are separated into groups of activities: nightly build jobs, continuous
integration regular build jobs, monthly release jobs, periodic batch processing jobs or jobs that
are invoked on demand and parameterized by a human before they start.

Normally Hudson jobs are defined, configured and updated manually, which becomes an issue
as the number of jobs grows. A company with 30 or more Hudson jobs is not uncommon, yet
Hudson administrators configure most of the jobs on a one-by-one basis, a process that is both
error-prone and tedious. It becomes even more problematic when a number of jobs share certain
behavior and properties, such as Maven goals or SVN repository addresses. A “template” job
can be used but it only helps once and doesn’t provide support for cases when jobs need to be
modified with an updated property after they are created.

This plugin allows for creating any amount of Hudson jobs from a single Maven POM, thus
making all job definitions and configurations centralized. Jobs can form hierarchical groups
allowing jobs at the top of the hierarchy to provide a set of common properties which are
inherited and reused by the jobs at lower levels of hierarchy. Every time the plugin is executed,
a single “config.xml” file per job is generated in the Hudson configuration directory where
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all job definitions are kept. Each file contains the job’s definition, settings, parameters and run-
time instructions. Following this generation phase, the Hudson server needs to be restarted for
new job definitions to be applied.

In addition to providing support for all standard job properties, such as memory settings, code
repository URLs and Maven goals, this plugin provides a special support for jobs invocation and
Artifactory repository integration. Jobs invocation allows one job to invoke any number of other
jobs upon completion or termination, and Artifactory support allows a job to deploy artifacts
created to an Artifactory repository manager (http://www.jfrog.com/) upon successful
completion. Unlike the traditional Maven approach where artifacts are deployed as a build
process progresses, deploying to Artifactory only happens after a successful job completion thus
ensuring that within a single deploy phase no partial artifacts deployment resulting from a faulty
job will ever occur.

 maven-assert-plugin - http://evgeny-goldin.com/wiki/Maven-assert-plugin

Batch processes and build jobs usually have a goal of producing an outcome such as updating
data storages, creating distribution archives or sending out mails with up-to-date statistics or
reports. Less consideration is usually given to the process and, consequently, the running code
tends to spend fewer efforts on verifying that run-time and environmental conditions match
original assumptions. People may take for granted that, for example, all files required contain
correct data and that essential resources, such as HTTP servers or RDBMS databases, are
available. Failing to verify those assumptions may cause the build job or batch process to fail
but, as it happens, this is the best and expected scenario.

Unfortunately, it may also happen that build job or batch process continues to execute but it
operates in a diverged or awry environment, silently producing incorrect results without
anybody noticing them. This behavior may cause undesirable errors to spread and cause
damages such as data corruptions or wrong decisions being made in downstream activities.

This problem has been known to software development industry for years and the generally used
solution is called assertions or verifications. While machine code is executed toward its goal, it
also verifies that surrounding environments, files, variables or other resources contain legal and
expected values in a specific range.

This plugin allows a Maven job to reuse this solution and apply it to build and batch processing.
It makes assertions part of the build job, on par with other build instructions and targets.

The following assertions are supported:
• Verifying that certain Maven properties are defined. This becomes useful when some of

them are expected to be passed on the command line or by a Hudson job as parameters.
• Verifying that certain directories or files of specific type exist. It is useful to verify the

existence of data files that should be read, written or otherwise treated by the build or batch
process.

• Verifying that certain directories contain identical files. It is useful for integration testing
processes where this assertion may validate that results generated are identical to expected
ones created in advance.

• Verifying that a given Groovy expression evaluates to true. When the assertions described
above don’t provide the functionality required, it is possible to provide a Groovy expression
that will dynamically check any assumption required, thus making verification very dynamic
in nature.
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maven-mail-plugin - http://evgeny-goldin.com/wiki/Maven-mail-plugin

Sending emails is a traditional phase of any build or batch process. Yet, Maven provides very
little support to do so as part of the build process. This duty is usually taken on by bigger tools
such as build servers, repository managers and code analysis tools.
This plugin allows the build to send email with attachments specified as part of the build
process. Any number of “To”, “Cc” or “Bcc” recipients may be specified, as well as files to
attach. Message subject and body are configurable as well.

maven-properties-plugin - http://evgeny-goldin.com/wiki/Maven-properties-plugin

Build and batch processes tend to be very static. It doesn’t happen a lot that they behave
differently each time they are executed. “Reproducibility” is one of possible requirements to a
build process, with the expectation that under identical conditions the same build job will
produce an identical result.

Having this background and reproducibility requirement, it becomes hard or impossible to
introduce variations in how specific build jobs or batch processes execute. Parameterizing part
of them with dynamically calculated values or running them conditionally, when specific
criteria is met, is something that may well be required but is not favored by existing tools.

This plugin allows for introducing dynamic behavior into rigid and static Maven processes by
giving the developer a way to create new variables at any time using Groovy expressions. In
addition, any of the plugins mentioned above support conditional execution where such
variables can also be used. A combination of variable creation and conditional execution allows
for modifying run-time characteristics and flow of build jobs or batch processes according to
any requirement or business need.

As a result, process “reproducibility” can be lost but many times nobody expects that a batch, or
any other dynamic process, will always behave the same. At times, an immediate outcome from
a specific process, such as an email sent or data storage updated, is of higher importance than an
ability to repeat it in the future with an identical result.

Summary

Maven plugins provide a standard basis for any Maven build job or batch processing activity.
This set of tools provides additional elements to enhance those traditionally available in the
Maven ecosystem. By using them, developers gain a significant productivity increase and less
code or configurations to maintain. Eventually, this results in a product of a higher quality and
lower maintenance cost, something that is always valued highly.
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Conquer Complexity in Embedded Software Engineering
With today’s complex products, poor management of model-driven
development and testing can lead to unnecessary rework, wasted
time and risk to the business. Learn how to address design
changes in models with full traceability among requirements,
test cases, models and other assets, to solve the complexity of
modern software engineering. Download your copy now of the white
paper: Harmonizing Modeling & Simulation with the Development
Lifecycle. (registrationrequired)

http://www.mks.com/mt-bridge-the-gap

Advertising for a new Web development tool? Looking to recruit
software developers? Promoting a conference or a book?
Organizing software development training? This classified
section is waiting for you at the price of US $ 30 each line.
Reach more than 50'000 web-savvy software developers and project
managers worldwide with a classified advertisement in Methods &
Tools. Without counting the 1000s that download the issue each
month without being registered and the 60'000 visitors/month of
our web sites! To advertise in this section or to place a page
ad simply http://www.methodsandtools.com/advertise.php
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